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CHAPTER I

tNTRODUCTION

-,With the advent of high energy permanent magnet mat~rials now available, .

these arie finding more and more application in electric machines. Motors and gener~

ators wjth permanent magnet rotors have become more competitive to their eleetro

magnehc version. In the past, the use of permanent magnet in .electrical machine

was limited totachogenerators,synchronous time motors 'and hy'steresis motors, etc.

But in recent years, synchronous generators up to 75 KYa at 1714 rpm with permanent

magnet rotor have been develo,ped by U. S. sig,Qat corps division. Such machines,

because of their inherent advantages over the electromagnet machine/5 . 1) are

finding more and more application in mof:,i1e military applications. The most pop-

ular appl ication to date for integra I horse power' permanent magnet dc motors has

been us.ed for round table drives for steel mill and aluminum mills. Thousands of

these motors have been installed si'nce 1962. They have had ratings between two

and eight hp at speeds from 575 to 1750 rpm . Because of such increasing applica--

tion of permanent magnet machines, study and 'research in this area has been growing _

Jn recent years.

The object of this w~rk was to analyse the problems encountered in the

design of permanent magnet machines. This study has been devoted main'ly to syn-

. chronous generators and a method of designing an optimum permanent magnet machine.

with a given specification has been developed.

1
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Before attempting the design of permanent magnet ~achines, a knowledge

of design and operation of per";'anentmagnets operating under static and dynamic

conditions was essentiaL References(l) to (8) are worth mentioning on this subiect.

The luthor has tried to present in Chapter 3 the necessaryinformation which is

usef!1 tawards understanding the behaviauraf permanent magnets operating under

such
j
conditions .. Design relationship ~or magnets operating under static and dy

namic conditions have b~en developed and the criteria for the most economfc'design

of a permanent magnet has been establ ished .

A.comparison has been made betw,een permanent magnets and electromag-

nets required to establish a certain air-gap energy in electrical machine. The

ratio of magnet volume required to do the same iob for both cases has been cal-

culated and the result has been presented graphically. This analysis establishes

the fact that for small er sizes of mach ine permanent magnet mach ines should wei gh

less than fhe electromagneti eversion. A direct cost comparison could not be. made
.-

for it depends on so many other factors like, cost of materials, cost of fabrication,

etc. which make this study very difficult.

Before attempting the design of permanent magnet generators, ~he' theoreti cal

analysis has been presented here as developed by Hanrahan and Toffolo (21). The.

subie.ct of permanent magnet generator stabi Iisation· is quite important and has been

dealt here to explain why load - or short-circuit stabilisation is preferre~ for the

economic design of permanent magnet generators.

~ ~efer~nces (12) to (18) on permanent magnet design indicate that the pro-
,. : .;....

·cedure of wound-field machine has been followed. Buf this method is not very
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satisfactory for the load stabi lised permanent magnet generators. Hence, a new

approach has been taken here to design an optimum machine for load or short-

-c-ir.cuit stabi Iisation. This requires sol ution of simul taneous equations relating

stator and ro;or v~riables and solving these equations for a- minimum 0
2

1 for a

_given KYa. As there are more variables than the number of equations the design

may be optimised. Based on the design equations _derived in Chapter 6_, the

author has given a procedure for an actual design of mach ine. This has been done

to obtain minimum length of the machine for a.given diameter. -Thus, by selecting

different diameters, minimum length corresponding to each diameter can be cal-

culoted-. "Th"e most optimum machine for a given KYa will be given by minimum

-2 - "
o I product. A design example for a 2KVa generator has been given andthe author

has shown, how minimum length can be obtained for a given diameter.

The computer programmes used for calculati_ons are given inAppendix .. A

chapter on field leakage perme~nce:has"also been included in Appendix._



CHAPTER II

HISTORY OF PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

A short history on the development of perma-nent magnet synchronous

generator is presented in this chapter. Since the perm-anent magnet is the principal

component in such a machine a brief account of permanent magnet material de

velopr:nent is a Iso given here. "

- Although magnets were known to mankind since the discovery of the

loadstone - long before electricity - tre use of permanent magnet material in

"electro-mechanical devices for the production of motive power is recent-. This

was mainly because permanent magnet "materials of high energy contents were_not

available. There were two main reasons for it:

(a)-Before Oersted's discovery in Isi9 (of the magnetic" properties cf elect~ic

"current) no knowl~dge existed of the relationship between electricity and mag

netism. Hence magnetization by electromagnetic method was unknown.

(b) Metallurgists were not interestedinmag~eticproperti~s of metal. Many

steels subsequently employed as permanent magnets originated as tool steel. "

A forward stride was made in"1917 due to discovery of COBALT MAGNET

STEEL in Japan with four times more coer~ive force as compared to its predecessor

Tungsten arl5>Y. However, a tremendous advance in use and technology of per

manent magnets started with the announcement in" 1932 by MISHIN,A of the excellent

4
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magnetic properties found in aluminum - nickle - iron alloy. Following the

. discovery of MISHIMA and. perhaps of greater' importance was the announce-

. ment of JONAS of a process to ~ecureanisotropicmagnetic properties in an

ALNICO alloy containing higher percentage of Cobalt. Permanent magnets

of this general type with maximum energy contents (BH max.) values of5 mega-. .

gauss-oersted or more are extensively manufactured asALCOMAX II i III or IV,
I ) .

'j
TICANOL C or G in Britain, ALNICO V or VI in the United States, ALNICO '

.sJo in Germany, MAGNICO in Soviet Union and under somewhat similar names
I '.
! •

. in a number of other countries. Today ALNICO alloys 'are the most widely used

'permanent magnet material in U. S. A. and account for about 85 to 90 percent

of the total production of permanent magnets produced in that country. The

second most wid'ely used material is a CERANdC MAGNET based o~ high cry-
~ . "

. _ stat anisotropy of barium ferrite. - TABLE 3.1 lists the electrical and magnetic

properties of the most important permanent magnetic materials now in use •. Be-. .

cause of the high energy (BH) content and high coercive force of ALNI CO and

low cost. of Ceramic magnets, permanent mqgnets are now often selected over

electromagnetic designs ..

The use of permanent magnets in r~tating electrical machinery such as

motors and generators in preference to electromagnets is decided upon by the

design requirements of particular equipment specifications. In fractional horse-

-power and other small motors and generators, it has been found that permanent

magnets are more satisfactory than el'ectromagnets.· Considerable research is
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underway in the development of permanent magnets. As a result high energy

permanent magnet should be available in the -near futur~ and permanent mag-

net machines may become technically and economically superior to the elec-

tromagneti c versions.

Possibly th~ first use of permanent magnets in synchronous machine

was mentioned in a paper by Homes and Grundy in 1930's in connection of
j - - - -.

"relf-starting Synchronous Time Motors". Even at this early stage the de- .

. 1agnetlzation of permanent magnets and the maximum energy per unit volume

were consider.e~ to be -the critical quantities. After the introduction of iron-

- nickle-aluminum-cobalt alloys in the early thirties more and more use of per- .

mcment magnets was made in small"qynamo electric machines". Of course, a

number of problems had to be solved before a satisfaetory design could be evolved.

Around 1934 or 1935 attempts were made in the United States to make a

small 4 inch diameter tachometer generator and permanent magnet motor with

.Alnico II. The energy .content of Alnico II was v~ry small-and hence the out:-

put of the mach~ne was considerably less than an electromagneti c version of

similar size.

During the period 1935 to 1938 some alternators andd-c tachometers

were made in U.S.A. In this period serious attention was given to the ques-

tion of protection against demagnetization caused either by external or internal

factors, .and various remedies-were suggested. In order to minimize the df?-

"
mogn.etizing effect of armature reaction in the generator a heavy damper coil
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~as put around the magnet. A patent of this type was given in United States

sometime between 1937 and 1938. This type of damper winding was found to

. ~e fairly effective in case of alternators but it was very expensive ~ However, 
f

Y this time the mechanical difficulties in co.~~tructlon of poles su~h as holding

the pole face to the Alnico casting and of holding the po'le to the rotor or
\.' , ' .

stator core have been successfully overcome.

J

I The use of permanent magnet in rotor offered the advantage of dispensing

with slip rings and bru sh contacts usually found in electromagnetic alternators

and thus improved the. competitive position of permanent magnet synchronous

machines. This stage was accomplished in ~he U. S. A. before the World War II .

This type of rotor was provided with heavy amortisseur windings and the whole

rotor was' then die-cast in aluminum •

. From 1940 to 1944 no further development could be traced -in"the appli-

cation of permanent magnets to alternators or a. c. motors, although their use

rin d.c. motors wos considerably extended. About 1945 a number of non-salient

cylinderical shaped multipolar permanent magnet rotors were successfully con-

structed and used i,n alternators. These magnets were very difficult to heat-

treat and had to be magnetized in ~. special' multipole magnetizer. These magnets

had very good output waye-form, but since the magnetic length of the magnets

used in them was short they could be eosi Iy demagnetized. Further development

in U.S.A. in permanent .magnetic material during this time resulted new materials

such as ALNICO V and VI which were extensively and profitably used in

.'
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rotating machinery with permanent magnets.

Following the use 'of Alnico V and VI, considerable activities were

reported. durin-g 1945 and 1955 in the field of dynamo-electric machinery -

using permanent -magnets. At least .twenty to twenty-five patents were issued

in the United States patent· office on the application and use of permanent

magnets in rotating machinery. Techni cally .they can be summarized in the

following three groups:

I. Improved design to uti lize magnets.

2. . Protection of magnet against demagnetization,and

3. Improved mechanical features.'

.. Some of the U.·S. patents dealing with th~ above developments are listed in the

Bibliography. As reported by Mr. M. W. Brainard in his paper presented in

1952· A.I. E. E., Summer General Meeting, permanent magnet generators in

capacities from 0.1 KVa at 1200 rpm t? 75 KYa at 1714 rpm are possible. The

/"75 KVa machine has been developed by U. S. Signal Corps· Division. ~ecause

of the application of permanent magnet generators in mobHe mi Iitary units such

as air craft and missiles, some research has been carried.on by u.S. Naval Re-

search laboratories and U.S. Signal Cor~. Division. However, very little

- .
·information on the development and design of these machines has been available

in the literature duri ng the past few years •

.'
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CHAPTER III

, PERMANENT MAGNETS PROPERTIES AND DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS

INTRODUCTION

,Permanent magnets are classified as magnetically "hard" materials. Until

reJent years the proper uti lization of such materials has been considered an art,

cloaked in' a bit of mystery, but as the modern magnets are receiving greater atten-

tion, it is becoming increasingly evident that the magnet performanc~ can be

, predictable by physical laws. Extensive research is being carried on to explain

the mechanism of magnetism for presently all the magnetic phenomena cannot be

-
. explained by physical laws. But as the object of this work is to make a.' 'study

of design of permanent magnet machine rather than per~anent magnet material

itself no attempt has been made here to develop theories explaining t~e mechan-

ism of magnetism. Howev'er, the adoption of permanent magnets in rotatingma ...

chines 'would not have been possible without the present achievements in the

metallurgy of permanent magnet materials. The future of permanent magnet ma-

chines depends to a large extent on the quality and cost of the future permanent

magnets.

9



3.1 PROPERTI ES 0 F PERMAN ENT MAGNET MATERIALS

,- . '10

Before attempting the, design procedure of permanent magnets and the

, ,permanent magnet machine', an understanding of different magnetic properties

of a permanent ~agnet material is essential. A brief account. explaining the

different magnetic, electrical and mechanical properties of permanent magnet

materia Is is therefore presented here.
/

(A) MAGNETIC PROPERTI ES

In order to define .the suitability of a magnetic mate'rial for. a particular

use and to measure and specify its magnetic properties the following terms and

definitions 'are generally used.

1• Remanence or B. r

2. Coercivity or H, c

3. Saturation flux density (B t) and
, sa

S~turation magnetizing force (H .:')'
, sat

4. Maximum energy or (BH) max

5. Permeability and minor hysteresis loop

6. Maximum avai lable energy under re~oil

.7. Curie point temperature.

(B) MECHANICAL PROPERTI ES

I. Hardness

2. ',Specific Gravity



-II
(C) ~LECTRICAL PROPERTIES

1 . 'Resistivity

- , -(0)' MISCELtANEOUS -PROPERTIES (STABILITY)

(A) MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

.The well known static or d:...c hysteresis loop is the basis of definitions

of most of the magnetic material. In a permanent m'ag'net the field strength mea-

sured at the magnet surface has a dire,ction opposite to that of the induction inside

the magnet, with positive induction the field strength is neg<?tive. The operating

range of permanent magnet, therefore, wi II, be a portion of the second qua~rant

of the major hysteresis loop called demagnetization curve and hence for perman-

ent magnet design'it is the" demagnetization curve which is of the main concern.

-Fig. (3.1) is a typical hysteresis loop of the permanent magnet material.' Fig. (3.2)

shows" the demagnetization characteristic and the energy curve is drawn by plotting

the product of (B) and (-H) a~ainst B. These two curves show the magnetic quan-

tities necessary to define the magnet .

.1 • Remanence or B-r

If a piece of magnetic material is magnetized to complete saturation, com-

pletely short-circuited magnetically and the~ the magnetizing force is withdrawn,

then the maximum induction wh ich is left is termed remanen't magnetism or B .. In- r

a permanent magnet working under recoil conditions this term in itself is not very

. useful.

, \
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Fig. 3.1
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2. Coercivity or Hc

This is the magnetomotive force whic~ m~st be applied toa magnetic

. .

material to .reduce the residual flux, in a ~olsed or short-circuited specimen after

complete saturation, to zero • The maxi!l1um demagnetizing force equal to the
. .

corresponding coercivity would bring the magnetic induction to zero as long as
I' .

the demagnetizing force is in operation; b,ut if the intrinsic coercivity Hci were

I
applied then it would destroy the magnetism completely.

3. Saturation Flux l?ensity (Bsat) and Saturation Magnetizing Force (Hsat)

If a magnetic material is magnetized to such a flux density that no increase

in intrinsic induction occurs when the magnetizing force is further increased, then

'the material may be called saturated and the corresponding flux density is called

the saturation flux· density ~r Bsat . The minimum magnetizing force to bring about this

condition is called the saturationmagnetizing force. In general, Hsat is approximately

equal to 5 times Hci

4. (BH) maximum 5 the rriaximum energy of the material per unit volume 'and·

is usually expressed in gauss-oersteds in C. G. S . units or joule' per cubic meter

in M. K.S. units. This could be directly o~tained from the .energy loop (Fig.(3.2)

?r the point at which it occurs on the demagnetization characteristic can be de-

termined by simple geometric construct'ion. The flu?< density and the coercive

force 'corresponding to this maximum energy poi nt are designated as Bd and Hd

respectively.. For static purPoses., or where the reluctance· of magnetic circuit

does not vary during operation, the optimum design characteristics are given by
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thes'e two quantities Bd and Hd. For dynami c working conditions such as in case

of permanent magnet motors and' generators, the ph,enomena of recoi I must be

taken into, acco,unt. Working l:'nder the conditi'ons of recoi I a permanent magnet
I • '

rna/erial gives less energy than its (BH )max and the actu~I conditions of recoil

mjt be determined to find out the performance of the.magnet. Hence, though

th1 (BH) max has been assumed to be the sole figure of merit of a permanent mag

net I the internal recoi I permeability has great influence on the performance of

permanent magnets.

5. Permeability

The ratio of induction to magnetizing force or permeability at various

points on the magnetization curve and' hysteresis loop is an important character-

'istic of a permanent magnet. Three such ratios tend to indicate qualitatively,

if not quantitatively, the capabilities of pe'rmanent magnet. These are namely

the initial permeability ( 11 i)' the maximum differential permeability 11d(max)

ana'the recoi I permeabiUty ~ ~.

" The initial permeability, 'l1i as the name implies is the initial slope of the

initial magnetization curve in the first quadrant as shown in Fig. (3.3).:" Thus

li- =tan e. The initial permeability of the magnetization curve is found to be
, I ' ,

. ..
'of the same order as the recoil permeability in the second quadrant. ~ow values

of initial' permeability are characteristic of high coercive :force and high aniso-.

tropic ma~erial.

Differential permeability is the ratio of B to H for a small change in H

Qt ~ny poinf. As shown in Fig. (3.3) there is a point Aon the initial magnetization
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curve where this ratio reaches a maximum. The ratio at this point is

17

C?olled the maximum differential permeability. This ratio is sometimes useful

in estimating the properties of a permanent magnet materiaL., Characteristics

of different materials show that the H value' of the point of maxim'um differential

, permeability is approximately equal to the intrinsic coercive force Hci .

As a demagnetizing force is applied on a saturated permanent magnet

. the ~nduction ~i II decrease to' a point C on a maior hysteresis loop in the second

I
quadrant Fig. (3.3). If now the demagnetizing force is removed the induction

Will/not trace back the major loop but will follow a new path CD. Varying

the demagnetizing field now at some intermediate point will cause the induction

, to trace a path DD 1. An infinite number of these loops can be traced with varying

demagnetizing field. These loops are called minor hysteresis, loops, their area

being so small that for all pr9ctical,purposes, the straight line through the tips
, ,

may be used to represent the loops. The average s'lope of the mi'nor loop is termed

th~ ,recoi I permeabi lity ( ]..1 r). Fig. (3.4) i lIus,trates such a series of minor loops for

Alinico - 6 with the average slope represented as a straight line. Measurements in-

,dicate that recoi I permeabi lity is nearly constant for materials with a permeabi Iity

I'ess than 6. Fig. (3.5) illustrates the variation of ]..1r with flux densities at point

of reversal for different magnetic materials., Recofl permeability is also sometimes

, called as increamental permeability. '

6. Avai lable Energy Under Recoi I

Under conditions of recoifa permanent m~gnet cannot produce energyequi-

valent to (B~) product correspondi ng to its maior loop as shown in 'Fig. (3.2). The

..;. ~ .
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energy under recoil is obtained for a particular recoil line by the product of

19

I'

Hand B for different points on the line. A comparative curve of energy under

-·recoi I.and energy for major loop is shown in Fig. (3.6). It shows the major

loop and the mi,nor loop lines originati~g at major loop and the corresponding

energy (BH) curves plotted as a function of induction B.

7. Curie Point Temperature

The Curie point is defined as the temperatur~at which a "ferromagnetic"

substance changes to a paramagnetic substance. Th.e actua I phenomena con

nected with this curi~ point is a favourite haunting ground for the physicis'ts,'
, .

but as far as an e lectri cal engi neer is concerned it may be regarded as a tem-'

perature at which 'a magnetic substance loses its magnetic properties ·permanently.

Even' before the Curie point of a material is reached, the effects of temperature

are irreversible and a rapid decline in coercive force and remanen.ce occurs. ,

..Hence, while designing a pe~manent magnet, care should be taken that the magnet

is never heated up to the 'Curie point. Fortunately, the modern permanent magnets

have a very high Curie temperature. For A Inico 5, this is as high as. IOOOoC.

(See table 3.1) Hence in designing a permanent magnet for rotating ';'achines,

temperature effects wou Id not be of much importance. The lowest temperature

at which any observable change in permanent magnet occurs is about 500oC.

B. MECHANICAL PROPERTI ES

I. Hardness

In the practical uses ofa magnet, the m~chanical properties are not

negligible factors. Generally speaking, 'hard! magnetic ma~erials i .e .. materials
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having high values of He and Br are also mecha~icallyh~rdand brittle. This

is principally due to the heat treatment carried on such materials to improve their

magnetic properties. There is a relation between the hardness factor and the ul-

timate strength of a material though the coefficient of p~oportionaUty between

hardness and ultimate strength is a function of the material itself, and of the fac-

tors associated with it and must be determined by test. Besides the question of

u-Iti~ate strength, the hard and brittle nature of these ma-gneti c mat~rials limit
- I .

the ~ses of different mechanical operations on them. For example, it is not prac~

I '- -
ticable to drill them, grinding is the only practical method to finish them to size,

hence, finishing is expensive. Because of these limitations, sintering has started

as the alternative way of manufacture. Here finely powdered material is subiec-

ted to an extremely high pressure to produce magnets of various shapes. This

method though more expensive than 'casting is particularly suited to the produc-

tion of complicated shaped magnets. Metallurgical processes sometimes impose

limrtations on the shape and size of magnets, which can have large effects on:_

the performance of the magnet ~ - However, when magnet designers and users are

- not aware of these limitations and facts for a particular magnet material, size

and shape of the magnet should not be finally decided upon without consultation

with the manufacturers.

2. Specific Gravity

The specific gravity ~f a material is of considerable importance in all

engineering design. Utilization per unit weight of a magnet is a useful factor,

and is o'iso a conventional basis of comparison in design.- For ordinary metallic
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magnets the specific gravity lies between 6 and 8.5 while for ceramic magnets

it is between 4.5 and 5.

C. ELECTRI CAL PROPERTI ES

The specific resistance of a magnet effects the eddy currents induced in

it when subjected to an alternating flux. These eddy currents have two effects:

1. Production of heat and hence loss of electrical energy.

2. Production of magnetic field which according to LENZ'S law opposes

the inducing field, thus tending to reduce the strength of the latter. The over-

all effect of the eddy current is thus to oppose any change of flux through the

magnet. These eddy currents and their effects are functions of specific resistance

of the material of the magnet, the section and depth of the magnet and the rate of

flux linkage. Since usually the magnets are magnetized by direct current the ef-

fect of eddy current, whi ch is present only during the switching on of the d. c.,

cannot permanently impede the magnetization. However, in the case of alterna-

ting flux which tends generally to demagnetize the magnet, the effect of eddy

./
current is conspicuous. The distribution of eddy current field under such conditions

in a magnet follows such a pattern that it causes the actual flux density inside the

magnet to be non-uniform, the parasitic flux density generally diminishing from

the perimeter to the centre. Modern anisotropic alloys have a high permeabil ity

and low specific resistance and hence the effect of eddy current is particularly

noticeable in such materials. The actual amount of self-screening would depend

obviously on (i) Specific resistance of the material (ii) Shape and section of the

specimen, and (iii) Frequency and magnitude of the demagnetizing mmf.



All practical applications utilizing magnets are subjected to influences
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(D) MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES (STABILITY)

Evershed (l) in one of the first classic papers written on permanent magnet

considered this phenomena of magnetic stability. This term (magnetic stability)

he applied to mean (i) resistance to stray field and (ii) resistance to vibration

(resistance being used in general sense).

I
which tend to alter the flux supplied by the magnet. In general, stability is

meajured by any change in magnetization detected as a change of rem~nence or

qi.r-gap flux. Factors causing such changes in a magnet ore·called demagnetizing

influences. There are following important factors which influence magnet stability:

I. Structura I stabi Iity

2. Temperature stabi Iity

3. Mechanical stress

4. Viscosity and relaxation effects

5. Radiation effects, and

6. Magnetic field effects.

Modern magnetic materials such as AI riic05 and 6 suffer no structural change

for temperature below 5500C while Barium Ferrite is structurally stable. below 4000C.

They are also stable against relaxation and radiation effects and do not get easily de-

magnetized under such conditions. For a better understanding of above phenomenon

(1 to 5) the reader is referrea to the work of Gould, McCaig,.·Clegg, Tenzer and

.
. Kronenberg, for such a study is beyond the scope of this work. However, magnetic

field effects on permanent magnets are quite important in electrical "machinery and

hence is explained here briefly.
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Magnetic Field Effects

Magnetic field always disturbs the saturated permanent magnet. These fields

where I is the length of magnet in centimeters. This .m '. ..

may be due' to external magnetic field such as field set up around high current carry

in{ con~uctors.or by the changing field of the magnet. itself brought about by the· ...

change In environment referred to as reluctance change. The change on a magnet

pe~formonce is simi lar in both cases. An ideal permanent magnet with a straight line

delagnetization characteristi c (Barium ferri te approaches this ideaI condition. ) will

be unaffected by demagnetizing field and is relatively free o"f irreversible magne-

_tization ~osses caused by external fields. Howe~er, in all widely used materials

o.ther than ferrites demGlgnetization due to fi eldeffects will be. of major concern and

mUst be taken into a~count in the design of the magnet.

A saturated permanent magnet material in a magnetic ci"rcuit with an air

gap will exhibit a certain flux density. given by the 'point A in Fig. ,(3.7), where

_line OA represents the effective permeance coeffi dent .of the circuit. The appli-

. c~tion of an external delTlagnetizing force would cause the point of operation to

move down the demagnetization curve to some point B. The magnitude of this

demagnetizing force can be determined by constructing a line parallel to OA at

Fd
a distance HI =

1m
line intersects the demagnetization c'urve at point B whereby ~ B, is the loss of

air-gap flux supplied by the permanent magnet when the demqgnetizing. field is

. acting. In .rl,e case where the demagnetizing field Ha is known H, = Ha(l + t)
where P is the permeance coefficie,nt •.
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There are cases where both varying air gap and external demagnetizing forces

exist. The one having' the greater effect must be considered during design.

, ./ When the external field is removed the point of operation shifts to AI and the

magnet suffers an irreversible loss of flux given by.L\ B
2

•

Fig. (3.• 8) illustrates that an idea I per~anent ~agnet such as Barium ferrite

wh9se demagnetization curve is given by a straight line wi II not suffer any irrever

siblb loss due to any external demagnetizing field after the field is removed. This

-
is because the magnet always operates on its major loop as shown in the Fig. ~3.• 8 ).

3.2 . ANISOTROPIC MAGNETS

Most of the high-energy modern magnetic alloys have directional properties.

As a result, of special heat treatment accompanied by a magnetic field, anisotropy

is developed in certain materials~ In other words, (BH)max' coercive force, induction

and complete demagnetization characteristics of this material differ from one axis

to another, generally showing amarked improvement in the direction of the origin-

ally applied field at the expense of the other axes.

3.~ COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MAGNETIC MATERIALS

A lis.t of magnetic material commercially available in American markets

has' been included in table No. (3.1)., The materials included are specially suited

for use in rotating electrical machinery. This table has been compiled from manufac-

turer1s (Indiana General Company, Valpariso, U.S.A.) published figures. ,

Here.magnetic properties, important mechanical properties and general design

data are included. The demagnetization curves for,.AI. nico (md ,I nd:Qx permanent magnet
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TABLE 3.1
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Permanent
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o
u'
Z
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'-MAGN ETI!CCHARAC TERI STI CS

, -Peak energy product, '(BdH
d

)' X 106
- I max

Residual I.~duction, Br (ki logauss)
Coercive force Hc (oersted) ,
Permeance' coefficient B/H at (BdHd)

" max
Induction Bd at (BdHdkax (ki logauss)
Mmf per unit length, Hd at (BdH

d
) (oersteds)

Incremental permeabil ity max (Note I)
Peak magnetizing force required H (oersteds)

, p

1.4

7.0
'440
14.4

4.5
,310
6.8

2000

1.6 1.35
7.2 6.9
560 470

13.4 13.7

4.7 4.3
350 315
6.4 6.5

2000 2000

1.3

5.5
700
6.83

3.0
430
4.1

3000

5.25

12,.5
600

20

10.2
'512
3.8

3000

7.50

13.40
730
18.5

11.8
635
" I. 9

3000

3.5

10.1
750
12.5

7.0
543
5.0

3000

APPLICATION AND DESIGN FACTORS

(Note 3)
(Note 4)
(Note 5)

Ability to withstand demagnetizing fields(Note 2)
Approx. temp. permanently affecting

material (deg F)
Preferred magnetic orientation
Importance of working at (BdHa)

, , max

G 'Ge
'

1000 '1000

No No
B B

G E
900 ,1100

No No
B C

G G
1000 ',1000

YH' YH
A A

f

1000

YH
,B

'MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

0~249 0~256 0.249 0.253 0.265 0.265 0.268
HB HB HB HB HB HB HB

Co,Ni CQ Ni Ni Co, Ni Co, Ni Co, Ni Co, Ni
B B A B A B B"
B B B BCD C
75 ',;65 60 75 "47 47 ,50

4100 '3000 12,000 9100 5450 5000 23,000
13~OO 7700 22,500 24,0CX) 10,500 45,000

12.6 12.4 13~O' 13.1 11.3 11.4

Weight (" Ib per cu in.)
Mechanical properties (Note 6)
Criti cal materia Is present
Relative material cost per unit of energy (Note 7)
Relative processing cost (Note7 )
Electrical resistivity at 25 C (microohm cm) ,
Tensile Strength (psi)
Transverse modulus of rupture (psi)

, Coefficient of thermal expansion ,
, (per deg C X 10-6)

MANUFACTURI NG METHODS AND LIMITATIONS,

Method
Shope limitations·"
Machinabi Iity

, (Note 8)
(Note 9)

, (No'te 10)

c
C
G

C
C
G

C
C
G

C" CM CM
CCCB
G 'G G'

C
C
G'

, .t
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TAB LE 3.1 CAST ALNICO SI NTERED. ALNI CO

· Permanent
ltj> ~

> >-0 > > >
0-0 Cl>

.0.MQgnet O.~· .0 ·0 0
U~ UCl> U U U U_ c:

Z .§
Materials

Z .~ Z Z Z z·
..J ~ ..J c: ..J ..J ..J . ..J

<0 <::> < < < < r
~

MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS

Peak energy product, (BdHd)max
6

3..7 5.0 1.45 1.2 3.5XI0 2.5

, Residual Induction , Br (ki logauss) 8.57 7.54 8.0 6.9 5.2 10.5
-~

. t

· Coercive force H (oersted) 1040 890 1600 520 700 600

; · Permeance coeffigient, B/H at (BdHd)max 8'.0 '8.5 525 12.7 7.5 .17.4

Induction, Bd at (BdHd)max (Kilogauss) 5.46 4.5 5.12 '4.3 3.0 7.8

Mmf per unit length, Hd at· (BdHd)max(oersteds) 680 555 980 340 400 450

'ncremental permeabi Iity (Note I) 2.1 6.4 4.1 4.0

.Peak magnetizing force required H (oersteds) 3500 3500 3000 2000 3000 3000
, . -' p

.\
APPLICATION AND DESIGN FACTORS

I' Ability to withstand demagnetizing fields (Note 2) E E Ex G E G
!
j Approx. temp. permanently affecti ng (Note 3) 1000 1000 1000 900 1100 1000

material (deg F)'
Preferred magneti c ori entation (Note 4) YH No YH No No YH

. i Importance of working at (BdHd)max (Note 5) B B B C A
I

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Weight (Ib per cu in.)' (Note 6) 0.265 0.265 0.265 0.243 0.250 0.241
. Mechanical properties HB HB HB· H H H

Critical materials present Co,Ni Co/Ni Co,Ni Co,Ni Co/Ni Co~Ni I

Relative material cost per unit of energy (Note 7) D D D C C B

Relative processing cost . (Note7) C C D B B C'

Electrical resistivity at 25 C (microohm cm) ..... 68 68 50
Tensi Ie Strength (psi) 65,000 60 ',000 50,000
Transverse modulus of r\)pture (psi) 70,000 85,000.

~. Coefficient of thermal expansion 12.4 13;1 II. 3
~ (per deg ~. X 10-6 .

MANUFACTURING METHODS AND L11v\ITATIONS

Method (Note 8) CM C C' S S, SN.

I·
Shape limitations . (Note 9) C· C CB P P P

I Mach i nabi Iity (Note 10) G ,G G G G G
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TABLE 3.1

Permanent «
I

. Magnet > >
X X X X w

u..
0 0- 0 0 Z

Materials Q Q Q Q
Z Z Z Z ::>

u

MAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS

- 6
1.0 1.65 3.5 2.6 1.3Peak energy product, (BdHd)max X 10 .

Residua I Induption, Br (ki logauss) 2.2 2.7 3.84 3.3 5.4
Coercive force Hc (oersted) .. 1825 2250 2200 3000 ,500
·Permeance cdefficient, B/H at (BdHd)max 1.2 1.1 1.05 1.06 12.3
Induction, Bdl af (BdHd)max (k ilogauss) 1.1 1.35 1.92 1650 4.0
Mmf per unit' length, Hd at (BdHd)max (oersteds) 900 1220 1820 1575 325
Incrementcil permeabi Iity . (Note I) 1.1 1.15 1.05 ·1.06 1.7
Peak magnetizing force required Hp(oersteds) 0,000 10,000 IQOOO 10,000 2400

APPLICATION AND DESIGN FACTORS

Ability to withstand demagnetizing fields (Note 2) 5 S 5 G
Approx. Temp. permanently affecting. (Note 3) 1800 1800 1800 1800 900

material (deg F)
Preferred magneti c ori entation (Note 4) YP Yes Yes Yes YR
Importance of working at (BdHd)max (Note 5) . B C C C B .

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Weight (Ib per cu in.) 0.167 .162 0.18 0.162 0.311
Mechanic.al ; properties (Note 6) HB HB· HB HB D
Critical materials present· None . None None None Ni

. Relativ~ material cost per unit of energy (Note 7) A A A A C
Relative processing cost (Note 7) B B E, E D
Electricalresistrvity at 25 C (microohm cm~ 1012 101.0 18
Tensi Ie Strength (psi) low .Low low·: i Low 100,000
Transverse modu Ius of rupture (psi)
Coefficient of thermal expansion 10 .10.3 10 10.3 14.0

(per deg C X 10-6)

. MANUFACTURING·METHODS AND LIMITATIONS

Metho.d (Note 8) S 5 5 S . CR
Shape limitations (Note 9) P P P. P Fa
Machinabi IHy (Note 10) G· G· G G Yes.
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·NOTES

•

Approximate value.

F, fair; G, good; E, excellent; Ex', exceptional; ?' superior.

See section on Therma I Properti es ..

YH, oriented in heat treatment; YR, in cold reduction; YP, in pressed
direction (slightly).

. .

5. A, most importcmt; ~, least important.

6. H,hard; B, brittle; D, ductile.

7. A indicates lowest;. D indicates highest.

8. C, cast, heat treated; CR, told reduced; M, cooled in magnetic field;
S, pressed from powder and sintered.

9. C, .cast; P, pressed; F, formed from rolled stock; a,. maximum cross-section
is o. I sq. in.

10. G, grind only; ho~es cored at time o~ casting; A, annealed for machining .

..

."
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. materials as given by Indiana General Company are also given in Figures (3.9 )

and (3 .lO) •

. The Iist of magneti c materia Is given here is by no means exhaustive. It

is included here just to ·give an idea.. o,f the present range and qualities of high-

energy magnetic materials. The future prospects of permanent magnet machines

obviously depend to a large extent on the development of these materials. .

I

3.4! OUTPUT AND DESIGN OF PERMANENT MAGNETS SUBJECTED TO

DEMAGNETIZI NG FORCES

'In general the permanent magnet design problem is tp specify a permanent

.magnet material with.. defi~ed unit properties and to arrive at ci given volume

and configuration which will establish the required energy in space most efficient

·.Iy. The problem in thisrigid analysis is quite complicated for one faces the

solution of difficult field problems and determination of actual flux in space and

its distribution. However I some simplifying assumptions based on experience is to

be made whi Ie dealing uniquely any design problem •

.The essential pre-recjuisit~s in determining the principal dimensions of per-

manent magnet which should be known to a designer are:

(a) .knowledge of the conditions under which the permanent magnet is

supposed to work

(b) the demagnetization characteristic and any other special property of

the magnetic m9terials to be used.

and (c) -the limit of variation if the magnet is subjected to variable rel.uctances

. during operation.
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A systematic attempt on the design of permanent magnet operating under

variable demagnetizing force' has been presented by Hornfeek and Edgar (4). These

.methods are based on maior and minor hysteresis loop data and are essentially ex-

. tensions of Ever~hed's(2) and Watson's (3) method.
"~':.

An attempt will be made here to present bri~fly the design relationships of

magnet volume and its output when operating under ~ifferent conditions. . .

. Firstly, the design for magnefto fulfill a static func.tion is considered. By

static fun'ction is implied the fact that the reluctance of the magnetic circuit is con-
. .

stant, in other wordstme ma-gnet is··used to establish field energy in an oj.r·-g~p of fixed

dimension and operating under no demagnetizing field influence. Secondly, mag-

nets operating under dynamic conditions will be considered. Thi~ includes magnets

operating under variable reluctance of magnetic circuit or under variable demag-

netizing forces. Such magnets wi II operate under minor hysteresis loop with recoil.

The design relationshfps given here are based on the following important

assurnptions:

I. The magnet is uniform in cross-s~ction and its properties and rrlagneti c states

are uniform throughout. In other words, every particle of the magnet works·

on the same B/H curve.

2. The magnet has been initially magnetized to saturation ~

3. The minor hysteresis .Ioops have their origin on the maior loop and they can

be replaced by recoi I lines.



I. DEMAGNETIZATION CURVE

The equation to .the demagnetizing curve of a permanent magnet has been

. "considered ~Y Watson using a ~odified' form of Lamont1s law. This has beenim": .

'proved and pres,ented by Desmond(7) in one of the most classic papers written on

this subject after 'Evershed (1), (2). For the purpose of design it is on~y the B-H

curve, which is considered (and not the intrinsic .magnetization curve) as the mag-

net can only maintain the B value in an external field • For convenience the nega-

tive sign H is omitted although it is obvious that the demagnetization I curve (second _

.- . quadrgnt 6f B...H curve) is being considered.

The equation to the B-H curve is (Refer to Appendix AI)

B (H - H )r ,c
B =

(a H - H ). c

where
2F - 1

a' =
r

and
(BH) max

r =
B H

r ·c

3.5 MAGNET ,OPERATING UNDER STATIC CONDITION.

1• Case 1 - Without Leakage

(3.1)

Cons"idering ~hat a magnet after being magnetized to saturation is .subjected

. to an i~sertion of an air gap in the magnetic circuit, then' some point A on the de-
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magnetizaHon curve (Fig... 3.11) wi II represent the magnetizing force Hd which

the magnet is applying to the air-gap and 'the induction B
d

existing in the mag

net. The location of the point A wi II depend on the relative dimension of the

magnet and the air gap. Let Hg b~ the air-gap potentia.1 and B.gthe flux density

in the air gap •

. Since the magnetomotive force applied to the circuit is zero

(3.2)

assuming, of course, that the total mmf is required ~or the air-gap only

Also (3.3)
~

F~om equation (3.. 2) and (3.3)

= A I: =
mm

The slope of the line OA is

2
B A I· .

g g 9 ..

lJo (Bd Hd)

Bd

Hd

(3.4)

Substituting -for B
d

and Hd from equation (3.2) and (3~3)

Sg is called as un.itair gap permeance and is rel.ated t~ the ai~-gap

permeance .(Pg) by magnet dime~sions.

. . . From equation (3.4) it is obvious that the volu~e of the magnet ~ill

degrease with increasing .(Bd x Hd). Hence for the minimum magnet volume,
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the slope of the line OA should be such that A lies where the (Bd x Hd) product

of the magnet is maximum. .

Considering a complex magnetic circuit, consisting of an air-gap and

various sections of ferrous meta!' in'series with each other,

~g Ig B
t 11 B2 12

Hdl m + + + + etc. = 0 (3.6)
II 0 , II ll2. 1

Bd x Am = BgAg ' = B1 At , = B
2

A2 etc. (3.1)

Where I., 1
2

and AI' A
2

are the r"3spective I~ngths and areas of di fferent

magnetic paths and ~I and lJ 2 are their permeabilities at flux density B, and B
2

•

From equation. (3.5) and (3.6),

+ __1,'_ + 12 + etc. )

~1 Ai lJ 2 A2

(3.8)

The value of Band H in the magnet may be determined from the intersec-

tio,:, of the curve given by equation (3.7) and the demagnetization curve.

, The total volume of the magnet required is

lJo

+

llt

Thus in this case also for a given magnetic circuit, the volume of the magnet

required is again a minimum when (Bd x Hd) is a maximum.

From Appendix (A I) at tpe point of (BdHd). max.

(3.10)
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Hence I if the magnet is worki ng at the (BdHd)max point I we sha II get·

from equation (3.4) I (3.5) I the dimensions o~ th.e magnet as I

(3.11)

= B Igg

·Br
(3.12)

And in the case of complex magnetic circuit I

=

= (B I' + B•. '1. + B . 1
2

+ el c)
g g 2 . H: (B H )

~ d d max·

(3.13)

(3.14)

2. Case 2 - With Leakage

The above equations neglect the leakage flux w~ich may be quite a oon-'

siderable part of the total flux depending on the length and area of cross-sect·ion

of the,magnet.

Assuming that the leakage flux' is a terminal factor and' is. given by

=

'. P + P
9 I

p.
9

(3.15)

. .

,.~e.re PI is !ha permeance of aU the leakage paths in parallei with the air gap



Referring to Fig. (3.12), K. =
AE

AD
=
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Thus~ consider.hlg leakage, the unit permeance

. (5 +5) =
. 9 1 .

I .
m

(3.16).

and the volume of the magnet is given by

v. m = .(3.17)

If the point A lies where (Bd H
d

) is max. considering complex magnetic

~

circuit equation (3.13)" and (3.14) are modi fled as

. I
m =

= (3.18)

(3.19)
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3.6 MAGNET OPERATING UNDER- DYNAMIC CONDITION

In the constant reluctance problem, the total permeance is controlled such

.. that the total available energy supplied by the magnet is maximum. For this to .

roppen the lea~age· permeance and the useful air-gap permeance are fixed" with

respect to each other. But for the permanent magnet operating under dynamic

condition the useful and leakage energies change corresponding to the changing

conditions •

. Consider a magnet initially fully magnetized and connected to a circuit

of which OA, Fig. (3.1~) represents the maximum unit permeance equal to sum of

unit ieakage and unit air gap permeance. In the case ofrotating machine repre.-
. ,

.sents the tota I unit permeance ~f the fl ux path when the rotor is in the stator.

Now let the circuit reluctance be increased unti I the unit permeance is 'OC and

the nux exists in leakage paths only. This would correspond to the condition. in

the machine when the rotor is out of stator. Let S .be the unit permeance corres-
. . ' '." ,. I .'

ponding to "this condition. The working point moves down now from A to C.· Now

-when the reluctance is decreased again,say,by putting the rotor back into·s~ator

.,the unit permeance is ag~in .given by OA. During this process the m~gnet operates

I

alon~ the ~ecoil line CBr called minor loop and the' working point corresponding

to total 'perm~ance is given by AI and not A•.

The minor· loop CB I on which the magnet operates depends on the slope of
r. .

OC and the slope of major ~oop at Bre The magnet energy available now is given

by (BH) at AI and not (BH) at point A ~n major loop.



If the leakage pe~meance line remains constant, the,useful flux AID exists,'

the useful energy per unit volume of magnet is given by area AI EFD whi Ie the

leakage energy by area DFOG •. No~ for any fixed position C the us~ful area

AIEFD will depend on the position of AI. To maximize 'area AIEFD, for greatest
, ,

design economy I the total permeance line should be such that A'Br' =+CBr'

and E'F = i' OBr
l
, and the leakage permeance line should be such that OCBrl

is mdximum-. This will uniquely determine the point C and AI.
I

The parti cular position of C for the optimum performance wi II occur when

the product of

H (B + UrH) is 0 maxpmum

2i_ e. BH + l..l r H is a maximum

Arid for this to be tr.ue

"

d (BH)

dH + 211 H = 0toAr '

assuming,a course, thcit' lJr is constant which is quite true in the region of maxi-

mum (BH) point.

d(BH)
Now at (BH) max, is zero but 2 l..lr H is positive which shows that

dH
. '

"'~ for area OCBrl to be maximum C lies below the point (BH) max.on the demagnetizing

curve. However, the actual co",:,ordinate of H can ~e determined by substituting

the value of Band ~ from equation (3.1) in euqation (3 .20)which giv~s '
dH

-.
Br (H - Hc) HcBr '(a-I)

+-H + 2 l..l H = 0
aH - H (a H - Hc)2

r
·c
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Simplifying the above equation

Thus, from the above equation the values of H can be calculated one of which

wi I determine the position .of C for the maximum area of OCBrI. And for most econ

om;ical design the magnet dimensions can be fixed such that AI lies midway of CBr ' •

I . .
For design purposes one can draw the variation of energy (BH) supplied by the magnet'

for magnet operating along different minor loops and can then determine the magnet
. It

dimensions for most optimum design •. We shall n~w consider briefly the design procedure

for permanent magnets subjected to varying applied magnetomotive forces.

3.7 PER!'·AANENT MAGNET SUBJECTED TO VARYING APPLIED MAGNETOMOTIVE

FORCES - DESI GN PROCEDURE
. . .

In some cases the permanent magnet may be subje ct~d to' a variable applied

ma~netomotive force as well as variable external .reluctances. ASsuming that the' _

maximum demagnetizing force is not unmanageable and its value could be deter-

mined, then the. following method as suggested by Hornfeck and Edgar (4) could

be used to estimate optimum magnet dimensions and predi'ct its maximum energy. The

operation of the permanent magnet subjecte;d to demagnetizing forces is illustra-
•

ted in Fig. (3. 14) •

Let R1 = maximum external reluctance.

R
2 = minimum external reluctance.

H
dt - maximum demagnetizing force on the magnet.
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H - minimum demagnetizing force on the magnet.
. d2

-'45

5. = .'slope of maximum external reluctance on the magnet.

52 = slope of minimum external reluctance on the magnet.

5d
1

= slope of maximum unit permea'nce line •

. 5
d2

= slope of minimum unit perm~ance line'.

H0 = a fi ctitious coercive force obtained by extending the, 'working

minot loop line to intersect the abs~issa - called internal'

mmf/unit length.

11r = .recoil permeability I given by slope of minor hysteresis loop.

. Under such conditions the internal magnetomotive force of the magnet is

reduced as can be seen from the Fig. (3.14) and the magnet output as well as the

effective permeance are given by the followi ng equations.

I,

I
I

B =
2

5 =
d. '

5d =. 2

11 + 5
r 2

11 (H - H
d

)
. r 0 2

11 + 5
r 2

(3.22)

. (3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

. '

/ .
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Avai lable energy

2

(3.26)

(3.27)

The next step is to find the optimum value of Sdl for a particular material if

~R' is fixed~ To accomplish this the value ofB2H
2

is estimated for- different values

of Sd. and a curve is drawn with (B
2

H2) as the ordinate and Sd. as abscissa. It is

quite apparent from Fig. (3.14) that the value of Ho depends on the position of C

and hence upon th~ slope of Sdl. f"r also varies somewhat for different values of

-Sdl. -These two quantities are plotted as functions of Sd. in Fig ~ _(3-.15). For a

particular ~R', Sdl and Sd2 are determined. - (BH) is then calculated from equci

tio~ (3.26) and plotted for different values of Sdl as shown in Fig . (3 .16). The
,

value of Sdl corresponding to maximum (BH) is the optimum value of Sdl. Now

for this optimum value of Sdl' from equation (3-.24) corresponding value ors l can

-be calculated. Hence, the optimum mag-net dimensions are obtained for

RI

- ..
For this. opti~um value of Sdl , (BH) opt is obtained. fr~m Fig. (3.1'6) and the

optimum -volume of-the magnet
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- Fig- 3~ 15 Curves showing values of Ho and r for assumed

Straight-line Minor Hysteresis Loops

(BH)

..
----.":Fig_ 3.J6 Curve showing values of (BH) which can be obtained

with a single set of Sd. and $'d
2
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;' _- Fig _ 3 _17 Cur,ves showing the .O·ptimum. value of (S'd

l
) .

and the Optimum val ue of (BH)- as function of RI
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If the choice of llR I is possible then similar curves as in Fig. (3.15) and

I . .
(3.16) are plotted for each value of II RI and the (BH) opt and corresponding Sd.

detLmined. From these values curves as shown in Fig. (3.17) can be drawn which.
I . . '

give (BH) opt and correspon~ingSdl for any value of II R' •

I The utilization of permanent magnet material .
j .

·u, =

(BH)opt

(3.28)

which is simply a ratio of total available energy of the actual design to the maxi-

·mum avai lable energy (BH)opt.

The overall efficiency of design i_s g,iven by

=

3•.8 LIMITATIONS IN USING THE DESIGN EQUATIONS

(3.29)

Obviously there are limitations· to this method of design because of certain
. .

assumptions made. In· magnet configurations. having appreciabl~ limb· leakage the

assumption of each unit volume operating at a particular .point on the demagnetiza-

tion curve is invalid. The exact field theory to refine these methods wi II be too

cumbersome ·to apply ~ However I the method 'of permanent magnet design which

has been, ou~lined here has been found in practice to be sufficiently accurate for

a wide variety of problems.



CHAPTER IV

COMPARISON'OF PERMANENT MAGNET WITH ELECTROMAGNET

Since permaneritmagnet materials of high energy contents are now avail-

able they are finding more and more application iOn electrical.machines (mo-

tors and generators). Experience has shown that permanent magnets are prefer-

able for small devices requiring a constant magnetic field but electromagnets
. .. - .

'are preferable for larse sizes. It is worthwhile to investigate more specifically

the magnetic criteria which would more or less give a rough idea whether per-

manent magnets or electromagnets may be used in any application. However I

.other design factors or cost may also play an important factor, but these consi-

.derations are beyond the scope of this' analysis. This comparison is based on,

three Jactors:

L Energy per unit volume of the mag~etic field which is to be

established.

2.. Energy per. unit available for permanent magnet material, and

3. Volume of copper and iron required for an electromagnet per-

forming the same task.

The' following sjtnpli Fyi ng assumptions are made:

(a) . The flux de[lsity is,. low enough for the reluctance of the iron in

the return path to be a minor correction. 1n other words, all the

49
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mmf produced by the field winding is used in the air gap.

(b) The geometry of ai r gap is such that the fri ngi ngis also aminor cor-

re'ction and hence neglected.

Let us assume that the magnet is used to produce a uni form

flux density Bg in an air-gop of cross-sec~ionAg and radial length Ig •

The basic models for the system with permanent magnets and electromag-

nets are then as shown in Fig. (4. J) and Fig.(4. 2) respectively.
/

4.1 PERMANENT MAGNET

(4.1)

The volume of the magnet as derived before from equation (3.4) is

2. .
Bg Vg

Vm - 'fJo (BH) mag

Thus the volume of the magnet will directly depend on the (BH) produ~t of

the material used. Magnet materials with maximum energy content of up to

6 x '106 gauss-oersted are available. However/ in electrical machines because

of armature reaction/ there is always a demagnetizing force acting against the
.,.

magnet/ and the magnet operates on minor hysteresis loop as explained in ,the

previous ~hapter. 'Consider the case of the magnet being stabilized under the

condrtion when the rotor is absent (air-stabilized). T~is represents the condi-·

tion of stabilization at point C in Fig. (3.13) 'while the magnet operates in the

minor-loop (CAl B~). Under this condition/ the maximum 'available en.ergy

(BH) for Alnico V ~s of the order of .1.5 x 106 gauss-oersted~3\ssuming Bg to

. ", , ...' (15000)2
be 15000 Gauss/ the volum'e of permanent magnet then must be = 150

- 1.5 x 106

times the volume of the gap.
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4.2 ELECTROMAGNET

Considering. the case of electromagnets, we hav'e the relation

41T N I Bglg
-"-10- = Hglg =:= JJ 0 = Bglg

(Whe're Bg is in ,?auss and Ig in Centimeter)

Thus, from above relationship we see that (....!.!..) times the current
. . 10.

circulating roun~ the pole pieces equals (8g lg) and assuming the current.

density to be J , the cross-section of copper

A
c

= 10 8919 (cm2) (4.2)
41T J

.By making J less than the net value in copper by the packing factor of

the winding the cross.-sectio~Ac can be taken to represent the gross size

of the winding cross-section.

Let us assume that the basi c shape of coi I section is square and d~-

parture from the shape is represented by C by which the length of the pole

is multiplied and the radial width of the winding is divided. The pole

length is thenC~and if the area of core is the 'same as Ag then the core

.volume· is·AgC.JA;.

Let us now assume a circular pole face 'os shown in Fig. (4.3). This is

"
most efficient having least perimeter and least length of the winding, and

for any other shape of the same area, the perimeter will be allowed to in-

. crea~e by a factor, say, f1 .
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(A) Section PP - Pole Section Circular
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Fig. 4.3

(8) Section PP - Pole Section Square

.1
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Now let S be the cross-s.ection of copper in the plane PP as shown in

Fig. (4.3A).

The volume of copper is then

'(4.5)

Taking the case of circular pole face by combining equation (4.3) and (4.5)

the volume of copper

/ V.= [1fAcC,p;:; + ~JAgAc .CJ ~c ] .
c C2 . '. . C1\'. .

. Vc = Ac [1f~ + 2 JAg -;,-J (4.6)

.' Now from equation (4.2)

Ac = Mig where M =
10 Hg

4 1T J

Hence, substituting t~is va~ue of Ac in equation' (4.6)
" <'\~... •

~c = [ _~ :'M3/21~3/2+2Mlg ~ Ag 1f] (4.7)
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M is proportional to ILmognetic loading" to "e lectrical loading" since H, g

depends on the desired flux density in the gap and J is the effective current

. density in the winding. It is also seen that M has a dimension of.length '.'

(amp-turns/cm) Th" h' I· ·bl I·' · I ·d'·. :J 2 ,. us, t e copper vo ume IS expressl e on y In terms Inc u Ing
amp/ cm '.:

Ig and Ag and 'so depends on gap shape as well as, gap volume.

The total volume of copper and core

v == A I9 gg

Hence

(4.8)

(4.9)

---=
Vg

I 1/2 .(1'. [M."" l
(A: ) + 2MJ-i; + cr~ r4•IO)

., I '-Thus-;The-dependance"oi=-the ratio of magnet volume to gap volume on gap

length and gap area is a function of the magnetic to electric loading ratio M.

Hence, a plot of magnet volume/gop volume for different values of Ag

with varying gap length can be calculated for different values of M. Typical

range of values of M lies between 25 to 100~ which corresponds to Hg between
. \

10000 oersteds to 20000 oersteds and between 300 AIcm2 to 200 A/cm2 •

Ftg. (4~4.tA) to Fig. (4.4(0) show the four set of curves of the ratio of magnetic

volume to gap volume for electromagnet as a function of gap length in cm and

'gaparea'in 'cm2 , for M =25, 50, 75 and 100. The dotted line, .marked PM shows

this ratio of 150 for· permanent magnet as cal culate9 before.

~.:;..-;--
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4 •.4(A) Ratio of (Electromagnet Vol.) / (Gap Vol.) as a' function
of Gap Length, with Air Gap Area as Paramet~er.
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Function of Gop Length, with Air Gap Area as Parameter.
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! From these curves it can be seen that the electromagnet occup.ies less

volume than the permanent magnet whenever it is presented below the permanent

magnet (dotted) line. However, the curves are only a rough guide since there.

to what power level the permanent magnet is economical to electromagnet for

their costs depe~d cn so many factors which make it almost impossible to come

up with some concrete values. However, it is obvious that for smaller: machines

the permanent magnet would be preferable. According to some' manufacturer's

remark, a comparison of overall costs often show permanent magnet motors to

b~-more economioal than wound field motors up to 211 to 3 i' overall diameter.

, In 'Case of generators the overall red~ction in'weight and cost is affected be-

.' ~ .. .,

c~use of the eli~inationof the exciter. There are many other facto~s be-

sides weight which make the permanent magnet machine more attractive than

an electromagnet one. This will be dealt with in the next chapter while dealing
_.... . . '.~~'.:'-.

with permanent magnet synchronous generators •. However, for fractional horse-

. ,

power, permanent magnet machines definitely tend to weigh less and cost less
.' \ .

than the electromagnetic version.
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CHAPTER V

PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR
.. ..- ~

-- -'. ;>

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The advent of anisotropic p'ermanent magnet alloys has made possible

considerable progress in the development of permanent ma'gnet generators.

The characterstics and physical properties of permanent magnet materials and
. .

the. d~sign criteria have been discussed in Chapter 3. In this chapter the
• I

magneti c charac'teristi c of permanent magnet generators and methods of sta-

bi lization wi II be discussed. Equivalent magneti c circuit on a per-pole

.basis for no-load as we II as load conditions wi II be presented. Based on'

the: circuit analogy, relationship for excitation voltage, vol~age regulation,

short-circuit current and the demagnetization effect due to steady-state I short

circuit current I as derived bSy Hanrahan and Toffolo .(21) has been presen-

. .' . .'.
ted • Demagnetization effect of short-circuit transient and consequently ~d

and X.el
l

has not been considered for in d~signi'ng the machine the point of

stabi lization is assumed to be given by the steady-state short-ci rcuit current.

5.1 ADVANTAGES OFPERMAN.ENT MAGNET GENERATOR

The armature of a permanent-magnet generator may be of any conven-

tional type and winding but th.e· field structure is entirely different since the

61
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necessary magneti cenergy is obtained from the blocks of permenant. magnet

material in the field structure instead of from the coils energized by the exciter.

As it has rio field winding it requires no external excitation, no sHp rings and

no brushes and so forth. It has no arci ng contacts to cause radio interference

and is inherently as explosion-proof as squirrel cage induction motor.

I. Size and Weight

/. I Permanent magnet generators inherently are smaller and lighter due mainly·

to ,he elimination of the exciter and slip rings. This is especially m.arked in
!

very small high-speed units and in high-frequency multi pole designs where the

diameter is large compared to the axial length.

2. Cost

Permanent';'magnet rotors are inherently expensive due to the high. pric:e of

.. m~gnet generators below that of a conventional unit complete with exciter.

Precise data as to the cost comparison of permanent magnet rotors to the elec-

tromagnet types are not readi Iy avai lable. According to some manufacturer's

remark, a comparison of overall costs, however, show permanent magnet machines.

of overall diameter of 2" to 3" to be more .economical. However, as the per-

manent magnet generator finds its application greatly in missi Ie and aircraft

in-dustires, it is usually the weight which is the deciding factor instead of the

cost.
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3. Maintenance

Maintenance is low as compared to electromagnet ones. Rotor is practically

· indestructible with a s~lid mass of metal with no insulation mater·iat. Modern

permanent magnets ~re also pretty stable against vibration and temperature. (No

apparent change in magnetization takes place bel~w 5000 C for Alnico metals).

4.· Rating - Heating

Correctly designed permanent magnet generators have almost no heat genera-

ted in the rotor and usually have less than conventional stator losses. For this

· reason, the maximum capacity of a given unit is usually determined by inherent

voltage regulation limitations rather than by heating. Very small high sp·eed units

may be operated completely sealed without exceeding class A temperature. How-.

ever, for larger generators operating on high power-factor loads heating'may

become the limiting factor.

5. . Efficiency

Due to elimination of all excitation losses it has a higher over-all efficiency

as compared to its counterpa'rt (electromagnet machine). Effici·ency of permanent

magnet generators ranges from 75% for CI 0,.1' KYo, 1200 rpm generator with high win-

dage and fri ction losses up to approximately 930/0 for the 1800 rpm units rated at

10 KYa or larger.

~

6. Voltage Regulation

The inherent voltage regulation of a permanent magnet generator is some-

what simi lar~to that of a highly saturated e.lectromagnet machine (with full satur-

· at,ion maintained at all speeds.) In other words it varies from fairly close regu-.
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lotion for unity power factor loads to poor regulation for highly lagging power

factor locids. And th is is because the mmf suppl ied by the magnet increases with

the load a.s will be e.xplained later while dealing with the operation of permanent

mignet generators. .. .

7. Improved Voltage Control

The actual voltage regulations of ipermanent-magnet generator obviously appears
I·' .

ty beJmpossible except for such complicated methods as mechanically moving the ro-

. tor QxialfY.in relation to the stator and thus varying the flux interlinkages.

A simple method of obtaining a small range (up to 10%) of effective and

accurate control of the generated· voltage is by means of a special control win-

ding on the stator called "Toroidal Winding lJ
• Howe~er, the subject of voltage·

. \ .

control of permanent magnet generators is a fulldevelopment· pro,iect in itself

and is beyond the scope of this work to deal with.

The advantages of permanent magnet generatcrs mentioned before, make

them specially attractive for mobile military applications e.g., air craft ,missiles

. and engi ne generator sets for sh ipboard • To be competi tive, permanent magnet

generator together with voltage regulator (if used) must compare favourably in

weight, total cost; installation and operation with conventional mach·ines.

5.2 EQUIVALENT ·MAGNETICCIRCUIT

I. Ma;neti c Characteri~ti c of Permanent Magnet Generator

. Fig. (5.1) represents the typical demagnetization curve with flux and·

magnetmotfve force (j1r to Fc) and represents the second quadrant in the m.~ior



hysteresis loop with the abscissa reversed. This is related to fhe B-H

curve of the material by the magnet dimensions. ¢r and Fc are values
, '

,per' pole. If the magnet is saturated and then d~magnetized either by

separating the rotor or by electrically short-circuiting .the ge~erator,

the point on the de~agnetizationcurve moves' down to some point (Fs'¢s).

If now the short-circuit is removed the hysteresis loop wi II not trace its

path alon~ the maior loop rather along the minor I~op joining ¢s and 95
0

where the minor loop is for all practical purposes a straight line the slope

.of which is equal to the slope of major hysteresis loop at point ¢r•. So

long as the demagnetization does not increase beyond the point (F ,n..),, s ~s

the magnet wi II always operate along this Iine and the f~u)( Ievel is some-

'where in the band ¢s to ¢o dependjng on the generator lo'ad. The line

of return. g,ives the magnet Iterminal l flux and mmf for any condition of

stabilized operation, hence it represents th'e volt-ampere characterstic

of the, .permanent magnet generator. ¢ 0 is the magnetic short-circuit

flux and the open-circuit potential (F0) is giv~n by the intersection of .

.this line with F - axis, although operation outside the maior loop is

. impossible.

Point (F1, ¢1) is the no~load operating point. Wl}en the load is

appliecJ th,e operating point shifts to (F2 , ¢.2) as given' by the demagnetization

caused by the arrnature-r'eaction due to load. Thus, it is seen from
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Fig j (5.1) that the magnetomative force supplied by the rotor increases as the

demagnetizing load is applied, and hence the permanent magnet ~ctually acts.

as·a self-regulating source of excitotion. The regulation is naturally not perfect
! . .

dueto the slope of the minor hysteresis loop and the ormoture impedance.

Thus, as compared to separately excited electromagne.tic generator, this machine

haJ a better inherent voltage regulation. Where the permanent magnet machine
I· ., I .' .

in~erently cannot meet regulation limits.the "Toroidal Winding" method of control
I

may be used.

2 ~ . Permanent Magnet Stabi Iization

While designing a permanent magnet as used in electromagnetic machin-

ery, it is common practi ce to expose the permanent magnet to the maximum de-

magnetization that the magnet wi II. encounter ~ The magnet is then said to be

stabi Iized. There are three methods of stahi.l ization in. common use •

. (a) Air Stabilization

(b) Short-Circuit Stabi lization, and

.(c) Load Stabi lization.

, Since the methods of stabi lization can have considerable influence on the volume

of permanent ma~net required, each method and operation of machine under this

'condition is described here briefly. Fig. (5'.1) represents the magneti c character-

istic of the machine and can be drawn only after the magnet has been dimensioned.

for design analysis we must, therefore, return to the B~H curve and the unit per-
. -' \"'. . .

me:ances. This is related to the ¢ - I curve by the magnetdimension. Hence,

the relati.onship of St to Pt is St = Pt ( ~) as explained in Chapter 3 • Also
·Am
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the islope of the minor loop is related to the slope of Fo ¢o by the same conversion.

(a) Air Stabi Iization

I Co~sidering ·Fig. (5. 2 (a) , OC -represents the unit permeance open circuit

loaf line or the unit leakage permeance line when the r~torisout of stator and .

OA represents the total assembly unit permeance (gap. plus leakage). After mag

ne~ization and exposure to the air path, point C represents the point of stabilization·
I

and the rotor is said to be air stabilized. When the rotor is now inserted into the

stato~·the permanent magnet will recover along the recoil tine CBr I and under no

load conditions the generator will operate at point AI in terms of unit magnetic

properties. Loading the machine cause': the oper~ting point S where S represents

the short-circuit con,dition. S,Q then becomes the flux required to drive the short

circuit ~urre'nt through the armature. ,CS depends on armature impedance drop.

Line SN then becomes the equival~nt open':circuit leakage line ~f the magnet.·:
. .

The flux density below SN represents that required for internal' armature vol'tage

drop and that o:...boy~ SN represents the flux density .available for generating use

ful output voltage. If F represents th~ load point, then FE will be proportional to

generated voltage and FG proportional to I~ad current. . Consequently, area'

I
FGRE represents electrical en~rgy output. Fo~ this to be max,imum FE = '7:- AI N

andE lies at mid-point of SN.' Physically this can be int~rpretted as saying that

maxi.mum load :energy occurs when the load current is hal f ~f the val ue of short-

circuit current, and at this condition the load voltage becomes half of the open-

circuit voltage.
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(b) 5hort-Ci rcuit 5tabi Iization

Fig. (5. 2(b) illustrates the case of a gener~t~.r stabi Iized by short-circuit.

,Here qgain OCand OA represent the unit permeance load line for, leakage and'

gap plus leakag~ permeance. In this case, the rotor is' magnetized in the stator
- ,

-and -no-load operation would be at poin't A. ~ the machine is short-circuited

armature reacti~n moves the operating point down to 5. Upon removal of short

circuit ,the magnet would reco~er"Qlong the 'recoi I Ii~e through 5 to AI. which would'
. .... . -

~ow represent the stable no-load operating condition. Area FGRE no~ represent

, the electrical energy output •

. 'In this analysis the point S must be, the condition resulting from steady state

short-circuit. However, in alternators the transieniS asso~iated with short-circuit

',momentarily produce a field which can cause further demagnetization on' the

magnet. To reduce the effect of transients a damper winding can be added to.

t he rotor. A single low resistance tur'ns around each pole is interconnected between

poles. In the short-circuit stabilized machine, point 5 in Fig. (5.2(b) must be the

worst condition the magnet wi II use. If conditions ,are such as to have transient'

,adding to state, then 5 must be located in from the maior loop by the· amount the

transient exceeds the steady state short-circu'it demagnetizing magnetomotive

force I this is given by pO,i nt 5'1. In practi ce a carefully designed damper can

limit the transient magnetomotive force so that combined effect only exceeds steady

state demagnetization by small percentage. and then point 5 may be located only'. -

due to steady.. state short-circuit c.urrent.
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(c) Load Stabi Iization

It is simi lar to the short-circuit case except that the s,tabi Iized point F in

-Fig. (5.2(c) is reached by applying only the maximum load current value instead'

of short-circuit ,current. In load stabi Iization a generator wi II for a given weight

produce more output than any other method of stabi Iization and consequently load

stabilized generators find applications where e~phasis is placed on eliminating

weight and where the consequences of short circuits can be tolerated. Short-circuit

stabi lization is used for missile and air-craft generators whi Ie for small generators

where one wants to avoid the necessity of remagnetization, air-stabilization is more

commonly used. However, as compared to a generator stabilized by short-circuit the

volume of permanent magnet and consequently the weight and size of the air stabili-

zed machine wi II be of the order of 25 to 50 percent greater.

In permanent magnet generators it should be appreciated that the volume

of the magnet required will be the sum of two requirements: (1) The magneti c

ene'rgy necessary to combat armature reaction and (2) the amount of energy stored

, in the air gap of th~ machine. In practice invariably more energy is stored in the

.
gap than is used to balance armature reaction. For example in Fig. (5. 2(a) the

area FGRE is proportional to electrical energy o~tput and AllM,N represents the

energy stored in the air gap. By far, the greatest portion of the magnet volume

is unavoidably necessitated by the pr~sence of the ~ir gap.
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3. Magnetic Circuit

Because the Iine' of return in Fi g. (5. Dis straight the stabil ized magnet

may be represented by a constant - mmf (F0) source in series with a constant're-

luctance (Ro, the negative reciprocal of the slope of the line) or alternatively

as a constant - flux (¢o) source shunted by the same,reluctance. On these equi

valent source representation of the stabi lized ma·gnet., the equivalent magnetic
circuit on per pole basis when there is no load on the generator is given in Fig.

(5.3). Fig. (5.3(A) shows a developed view of the machfne where the air-gaps

are such that the shaded portion of the circuit represents the soft iron parts of

negligible reluctance. Considering just onepole the magnetic circuit can be

given as in Fig. (5.3(B), here the neutral planes are represented by a magnetic

ground common to stator yoke and rotor core. The electric analogies of Fig. (5.3 (B)

are given in Fig. (5.3(C), (D) and (E). Fig. (5.3(D) uses the po,tential-source

representation while Fig. (5.3"(E) uses the flux-source representation.

RI .in the circuit is the reluctance of the equivalent single-leakage path

and Rg is the rei uctance of the equiva lent air-gap. Also, si nce sofi'..i.ron satura~

tion is neglected and Ro is constant thecircu.its are' Ii~ear. Permeances shown in

Fig. (5.3(E) are the recipro~al of reluctance,s and are the slope of the lines through.

the origin except for Po which is the negative of the slope of line of return.
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4. No-Load Operation

With no-load on the generator the po~nt .of operatio~ is given by the inter

section of(~g + Pi) line with the line of return as indicated-here as (F 11 ¢l).
. .

The generated voltage

Using the flux-source equivalent circuit Fig. (5.3(E)

ENL =

- .

P
K (_g_ rf.. )

>'-'0g P
t

While using the potential-source equivalence

Fo

= ~(RI+Rg)
6

Which gives

Fo
¢g = R

r
~

Pg ·F
0

Hence ENL = K -- ¢o = K _R,
9 Pt

9 Ll

.,

- .

(5.1)
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5~3 STEDY-STATE OPERATION

I.. Operating Point due to Demagnetizing Load

. When the generator is operating on load the armature current gives rise to an '

mmf which can be either in a magnetizing or demagnetizing direction depending

on load power factor. As in most cases when the generator load is inductive,
, . .

. the armature reaction always has a demagnetizing effect.
" ',.
I The equivalent magnetic circuits for a demagnetiz'ing load can be represented

. I .

as in IF ig. (5.4~) a n~ (B). Wit~ the he Ip of these -cirC~i ~s and generator Charaeter- '

istic {the operating pOint for a given armature d:ma~netlzlng.mmf canbe found ,as

follows:

Let the operating point because of the load be at (F2 , ¢2). The leakage

flux at this point is ¢I and .the air-gap flux ¢ = ¢2 - n\. This value of
, . 2 g2. Yl2 • .

air-gap flux requires a certain mmf drop across the gap = F. = R ¢ .
. . ' . g2 g g2

. Substracting this value from F
2

w.ill give the demagnetizing mmf (Ad
2

)

caus'ing operation at (F21 ~) . i.e. Ad
2

= F2 - F
92

•

Hence to find the operating poi~t for a given (Ad)' let us .define Q such

that F (5.2)

.then from ~ig. (5.4(B),

~tF = ¢o + PgAd

PtQ = Pt~ - PtF l'
'--

= ¢o + PgAd ~o .
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Therefore Q. =

p
g

. (5.3).
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Thus the point of operation (F2, ¢2) is foun.d simply be .adding 02 to

I •
the: no-load mmf Fl.

2.- ,Excitation of Permanent Magnet Generators

In the circuit analqgy the excitation of the generator is represented by

F,i in other words, F would be the effective ampere turns of the field winding

I
in cqse of an electromagnet machine. In an electromagnet machine the excitation

'. F is constant for a particular field current and the machine .exhibits a large

voltage regulat-ion. But in the case of a permanent magnet generator the de-

magnetizing'_-mnif is added to apermanent magnet i.e. the mmf increases with

increase in_" load. Hence, -the permanent magnet generator acts as a sel f-

regulating machine. The regulation is, of,course, imperfect because of arma-

ture impedance, the slope of the line of return and slope of leakage p~rmeance.

Hc;>wever, inherent regulation of permanent magnet gen~r~tors ts much le~s

.. ,

rhan.Jhat of an .e Iectromagnet machine.

3. Machine Reactances

. Fig. (5. 5) shows the Blonde I di~gram with resistan'ce negl ected. In the

case of wound-fl eld machine I the excitation voltage E is the. same as ENL for'
o

the same. excitation. However I as explained -before, for permanent magnet

generator Eo is variable. For operation at (F2, ¢2)' Eo wi II be given by the
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K P Fg g

Hence from equation "(5.2) and" (5.3)

=

2
Pg

= ENL + K A
g " d

P
t

Th~~/" excitation increases with the load, Le.E is a function of
o

"load.

This peculiarity, of permanent magnet generator is taken into account

by "defining the reactance of armature reaction as that of an electromagnet ma-

chine and Eo "is the tru~ excitation voltage, the no-load voltage given by

equation (5.4).

The other steady-state reactances are defined and determined as for

the wound-field machine.

4. Voltage Regulation ". .
From Blondel diagram

Z2
Sine + --

X 2
q

Cos e

+

---------------- , and

J
Sin cl =
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Z
Sin e +- 'X-q

Cos oC =

J, +

The excitation voltage

2Z

X
q

Sin e +
Z2

X 2
q

Eo = V coscl + lSi n (0( + e) Xd

Substituting the value of Sind' and CoseC a~ obtained and using equation'

(5.4) I the terminal voltage as derived in Appendix (8'~ is shown to be

V =

5. Short-circuit Current

Substituting Zrfor V ion equation (5.6) and then setting Z = 0

(5.6)

Isc
Pt ENL Xq

=

KgKdXqPg2Xd Xq Pt -

'ENL
= P ·2 . (5.7)

-
Xd KgKd

9-
Pt
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I

Direct - Axis Reactance of Armature Reaction (Xad)

The direct-axis reactance of armature reaction is derived as follows:

=

From .Fig. (5.3 (0)

and

And from the equivalent circuit of Fig. (5.4) the flux under lo~d

Under short -circuit condition

(¢) =
g sc

Therefore

I =sc

. IJ.

Kg [RI F0 _. (Ro + RI) Asc]

XI b.

(5.8)

Substituting A = Kdl. in equation (5.8) and simplifying
sc sc ..

. .ENL IJ.

= (5.9)
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Thus, combining equcition (5.7}'and (5.9) gives

I.

SimplifYing the above equation gives

Hence

(5.10)

Based on this theoretical analysis the method of desi'gning a permanent

magnet generator is considered in the following chapter.



CHAPTER VI

PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR

OPTIMUM DESI GN

6.1 INTRO,DUCTION

- Progress reported in the Iiteratures on the design 'of permanent magnet

generators ,has not been satisfactory. Papers - (12) I (13) I (14) I ~5) I' (16) I (17) I

and (18) on permanent magnet design indicate that the procedure of wound-field

machines has been followed i.e. an armature is chosen and then the rotor is cal-

culated accordingly. This method could perhaps be satisfactorily employed for

the design of air-=stabilized machine. But as mentioned ~in. Chapter (5.2.2)

this is accompanied by the weight penalty and is consequently not economical

, beca~se of the high cost of permanent magnet materials. Howeve~I the permanent·

magnet generator finds it appl ication mostly in mobile military units such as

air-craft and missile generators. Minimum weight for such applications dictates

the necessity of short-circuit or even full-load stabilization. Short-circuit

stabilization offers the advantage of retaining themagnet~c cliaracterstic of the

permanent magnet unchanged in case o,f short-circuit and hence does not need to

be remagnetized. Th is advantage over load-stabi lization is, associated with some·

weight penalty on the machine. However, air-craft and missile generators are

pre~erably de~igned for ~hod-circuit stabilization.

83'" '
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This requires solution of simultaneous equations relating machine parameters and

the conditions obtained from .the geometry of the curve. Because there are more

variables than relations to be satisfied, the design may be optimized. Here the

design is attempted to find the minimum length of the m~chine for ~ given dia

meter and this gives the minimum 0
2

1 of the machine for that diameter. Thus,

by repetitive calculatio~.for different diameters the most optimum machine having

mini~um 0
2

1can be calculat~. This criteria of minimum 0
2

1 for a given KYa

in calise of generators gives naturally the best machi~e as far as weight is concerned ..

Hanrahan and Toffolo (22) first suggested such an approach, although they

made no attempt to give a practical design of a m.achine. The author has tried to

aive an actual design procedure which makes t~e calculation of an optimum machine

possible. Simplifying assumptions have been made which can be easily modified

according to the actual desig"n problem and yet the same design relationshi p can

be utilized to achieve the designer~sgoal.

6.2' DESIGN EQUATIONS

All the design equations are derived in m. k.s. units. The magnetic quantities

are on per pole basis and the electric quantities on per phase. basis.

I. Machine Specifications

Typical specifications for a 3-phase a-'c generator are: Ki lovolt - ampere

", . (KYo), frequency, sp~ed" voltage and power facto~. Thus, the n.umber of poles

are.. known. Inherent voltage. regulation or short-circuit current may olso be speci

fied •. However, a relation between short-circuit current and voltage regul~tion.

does exist •
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2. THE B-H PLANE

The B-H curve of the 'magnet material is shown in Fig. (6.1), Line I,

II 'and III'determine the magnet operation. Suppose the magnet" is stabilized
t • •

by ~ringing the generator up to rated speed under short-~ircuit. The operating

. point moves down to point P as explained in poragraph 5.2. Slope SI' SandI . s g

. Solare the unit permeances 'of the machine corresponding to PI' P and P • The
I g 0
! .

normal operation would occur now along line t, and the machine is said to be

stabilized. For no-load on the generator the condition is given· by the inter-

sec~ion of Iine I and III at point Pl. Point P2 represent the operating point

under full-load conditions •

. A sim'ple geometry of the machine considered is shown in Fig. (6.2), where

b, h and I are the magnet dimensions, and 1
9

is the radial air-gap length of the

machine. Permeances P and P can now be transformed to the B.-H plane as
g I .,.-

follows:

Air-Gap Permeance Transformed to B-H Plane

From Fig. (6.2)

.p
9

I b'
= lJ o ----1

9

1-'

Where b is the effective pole width of the machine. Th is can be written as

b' := b k
f
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~ .;; ~Fi9. 6.2' Machine Geometry

1: •
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(6.1)

.Pol~Leakage Permeance Transformea to B-H Plane

, There are a number of paths contributing to p. Calculation of leakage
I '.

permeances of t,he machine is dealt separately in, the Appendix (c ). As maxi-.,

mum leakage .takes place between the adjacent pole forces, a good first approx-

imation can be made by using this largest path and then relating this permeance

to the total by a ~actor K
I

From Appendix (C 1)

. ,

.......
rl

(1--- Ih . n

Now r2 = ('IT D - Pb) / 2'IT

'Thus

and r =(2 - h1. \. _

'lTD - Pb - 2 'lTh 'IT 0 - Pb

P =
p. 2 n

(J--------In
2 'lTh nD - Pb - 2, 7Th

But as is seen from the equivalent magnetic circuit Fig. (5. 3C), the pole-

t~le permeance should be multiplied by 4 to convert it to PI.

~onsequently
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= KI' -h
b
- [1 - .1f0 - Pb - 2 7fhi 7f

0 - Pb ] (6 .2)
2 7Th n Tf 0 - Pb - 27Th

7f
=where

. I

Kt,

3. NO-LOAD VO LTAGE

. At no-load the mag':let o,perates at point P
1

in Fig. (6.1) at which point

"I

where

'But

Thus

ENL = ~e N 9'>g.

Ke = 4.44 f kw

¢gJ = b I Bg1 ' and

Bg1 = SgH.

ENL = ~N (bl) S H,
t, 9
~ ~

Using equation (6.1) for the value of Sg,

(6.3)

4. SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT

For the steady-state short-circuit the generator will operate at point Ps •

At the short-circuit point all the voltage is utilized as the impedance drop. Now
\

the line ioin,ing 0 to PI divides any air-gap voltage into impedance drop and ter-
.....

minal voltage. At the short-circuit the generated voltage, equal to the armature

drop is represented by the flux density D in the B-H plane, and the demagnetizing. sc

mmf because of the short-circuit current as Qsc.



From the geometry of the B-H' curve

where'n is the per unit short-circuit current ( n > 1). .

Also

where y is per unit voltage - regulation

Bg ] Q
sc n

= =
'B

t2 Qsc-· Q 2 n - I

And using the relationship of B . to B
t. . 9 1 2

n =
I+ y

y
(6:4)

.5. .SHORT-CIRCUIT ARMATURE REACTION

It is shown in equation (5.3) that the operating point in ¢ - F plane
·P. .
under load moves to the right of the no-load point by (--.-g-A) bya demagneti

. '~.Pt

zing mmf A•

.Transforming to the B-H plane the effect of short-circuit demagnetization'

can be written as

=

.. Sinc.e short-circuit current is almost completely direct-axis current
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where Ka' is given bi (Reference 39, Page 187)'

'K' = 3 .i...[2kw
a 2 1T P

Thus

Using equation (6.1)

Q = K N
sc q IgSt

where

6. SHORT-CIRCUIT:VOLTAGE DROP

(6.5)

The air-gap voltage on the short-circuit is consumed as an internal impedance

drop. This voltage d~op is representedb}' Ii~e OP
s

in the B-:-H p.lane in Fig. (6.1 ) ..

From Appendix (B. 2)

1

b
+ (6.6)

Which can be reduced to

D 2 =
sc

Where

K'
R ' :+-( x ) Q.2
. r . A~. sc

(6.7)
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- (6.7 (a) .

(6.7 (b)

(6.7 (c)

!he first geometrical relation is imposed at point P
s

where line I cuts the

B-H axis.

D
_.

B
sc s

and

Q .- Hs. sc .

(6.8)

(6.9)

Also

which can be r~duced to

The relationship

Dsc (6.10)

=

can be given by the equation (3. 1 ) as derived by Desmond (I). However I .

the equation .to the dem~gnetization curve can also be written in the form of a poly

nom{al as in Appendix ( D 2).
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Considering the geometry at point PI

80 50 Hi = (51 + 5g) Hi

and

.80 = 51 Hs + Dsc 50 Hs

Subtracting equation (6.11) from (6.12)

(6.11)

(6.12)

= (6.13)

Which gives

5g Hoi . - D + (Hs• sc

and using equation (6.9)

(6.14)

= (6.15)

Equations (6.8), (6.9), (6.10) and (6.15) are the four independent equations

.' defining the ~urve geometry completely.

6.3 DE51 GN PROCEDURE

From ,the above design equations it is obvious that two different sets of

independent ~quations exist. Equations (6.8), (6.9), (6.10) and (6.15) come from

the geometry of the curve only, while equations (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) ~nd (6.6) de-

pend on the machine parameters and the electrical quantities like no-load voltage,

short-circuit current, armature reaction and voltage drop due to short-circuit current

of the mach ine .

. The quantities Qsc' Dsc obtained from the machine parameters fix the point

Ps which must lie on the curve to satisfy all equations. In other words, the two sets-.' .

of equations are solved for a Q-D fit. A simple approach to this p'roblem is given

below -
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Select a reasonable diameter of the machine. For this diameter assume

a val ue of band, h. Sg and 51 can then be ca Iculated from equations (6.1) and

(6.2), ~hile.So is known for any material. Q sc and Dsc can then be easily ob

tained from equations (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10). Thus, variation of Qsc
2 and Dsc2

. can be plotted which is shown in Fig. (6.4). The corresponding B-H curve of the

materia I is shown in Fig. (6.3) and the computer ·programme is given in Appendix

( D3) .

Now Dsc can also be obtained from equation (6.6) which, depends on the

stator. variables ofthe machine. Equation (6.6) can be-reduced to equation (6.7)

as explained in Appendix (B2). This is obviously an equation to a s!raight line in

2-. Dsc . The gradient of this straight line and the constant Rr
l

can then

be calculated. The computer programme for this 'is given in Appendix (D4).

Thus, the intersection of this straight line with the curve gives one point which

satisfies all equations and hence gives the required Q - D fit.

Thus, As' Bs being known, HI ca~ be easily calculated from equation (6.9)

and the number of turns is given by equation (6.7C). The load voltage and the re

gulation being known no-load -voltage is readily obtained and hence the length of

the machine can be calculated from equation (6.3). Hence, for a particular diameter

-and breadth of the pole,variation of length of the machine with different values of h

are calculated and plotted as shown in Fig. (6.5). Thus, the optimum length for
I - . .

each diameter of. the machine isknown from. the curve of Fig. (6.5). The same pr~-

c edure can be -repeated for different diameters and the optimum machine for minimum
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0 2 1 can be obtained.' To illustrate the above method a~ example ,is given below.

6~.4 OESI GN EXAMPLE

A 2KVa generator has been calculated. Calculation, for minimum length

has been done only for on,e diameter ~ By repetitive calculation, mihi'mum length

for different values of 0 can be calculated, 'and hence the best machine for mini

mum 021 can be obtained.

I The calculation of stator variable$ that is, number of slots, number of con-
I '

ductorr per slot and slot dimensions is done exactly in the same way as for con~en- .

tional ,mach ine and hence, is not described he.re. It may be m~ntioned that for a

given machine the ratio of slot height to slot width should not vary very much even

ifthe winding is different, for the resistance and leakage reactance per phase are,

machine constants. However! no attempt has been made here to calculate the

machine completely for the purpose is, Just to demonstrate how an optimum machine

with minimum 0 21 can be calculated.

Machine Specification

2KVa , 3200 cis, 115 volts / ~ - connected'

24000 rpm generator.

Calculations

f = 3200; n = 24000 rpm

gives, P =
120.3200

24000 •
= 16

Number of pole =
, .." .

,16
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I phase =
3 x 115

= . 5.65 amps

-~-

Assume diameter = 2 ..5 inches

gives pOle pitch = 0.49 inches;

Assuming ratio of length to pole pitch to be approximately 2.5, gives

= 1.23 = 1.25 inches

Now taking the pole arc to be approximately 75% of the pole pitch

Pole shoe = 0.37 inches

Now if Kf = 1.2 to 1.6, then

approximate breadth of the pole = 0.23 to 0.31 inches

. b = .0.2 to 0.3 inches

The probable height of the pole can be easily obtained from simple g~ometric

construction of Fi g. (6.2).

let h vary from 0.25 to 0.55 inches

.Slot dimensions

Inherent voltage regulations is assumed to be 25% gives

115
ENl = (115 + --) = 144 voL ts

4
AssumIng sinusoidal wave -form of air-gap flux, -the form factor equals 1.11. -

Hence ENl - 4.44 f K N ¢ 10-8
w / gl

~ = B b I/g gl

- 8g1 lies between 40.0 to 55.0 kilo-lines per square inch .

let" B =
" g1

- Hence N =

.
45 ki 10-1 ines / in2

-72.5 for b O.2S-inch



Let N = 80
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Total number of- conductors = 480

- -;,l$lot per poleper phase is selected·

= 48

and conductors per slot = 10

Full pitch winding gives K
w

S. W.G. number 20 wire sel ected

= 1.0

. S. C. C. wire diameter = 0.037 inches

.1

Full pitch single layer winding is used

Nowd. = (0.037.5 + .005) = 0.190 inches

Let d
2 = 0.002 inches (20 mils)

W = (0.037 + 5)2 = 0.087 inches
s

Thus, the slot dimensions are known for our calculations of X
I

It· may be mentioned here that the ratio height of the slot

to width of the slot is fairly constant for a particular machine and

does not vary very much if the winding is changed.

KR' for No 20 S W G'

Short-Circuit Curr~nt

12.3 -.n.. per 1000 ft. at 750 C.

If n is the per unit short-circuit current then from equation (6.4)

+ r + 0.25
n - = - 5

r 0.25

.. Hence, I = 5 x 5.65 = 28.2 ampssc
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l= len'th,o 0/ ti.e pote

,{ r t-e£skt f/ t~e jzale

b = bretM:!tlz.. '?/ lhe}-o!e

c.----

o 0-2 0"3 O-it 0-5. ~6

. ~ ...h (in inches)

Fig.' 6.5 Variation of Machine Length (I) with Height of Pole (h) ,Varying,
Rotor Diameter and Breadth of Pole as ParameteL

..;
I
(r .

; .
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From these values, the minimum length has been calculated as

explained before and-the result is plotted in Fig. (6.5).· The

minimum length is 1.2 inches for 0 = 2.5 inches. -
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CHAPTER VII

'CONCLUSIONS

Design analysis of permanent magnets operating under static conditions

indicat~s that for th~ most economical design of a permanent magnet its operating
I· .

'-ine mutt intersect the major loop at (BH)max point. Fordynamic conditions how-

ever th~ maximum energy (BH) available will vary according to. the operation on dir-

ferent minor loops and depend on unit leakage.permeance line and air-gap permeance

line. Criteria for the'most economical design of permanent magnets operating', under

dynamic conditions have been developed in Chapter 3 of this project. Papers on .

permanant magnet gen~rators indicate that the procedure of wound-field mach'ine has

been followed. That is, a stator is chosen and then the most economical rotor is

designed based on the principles of optimum magnet design. This method is satis- '

factory for air-stabilised machine but minimum weight requirements for permanent

'magnet generators dictate load or short-circuit ~tabilisation. For such a machine
, ,

to be economical a new approach to the design of permanent magnet generator was

essential. 'Hanrahan and Toffolo (21), (2'2) first' suggested such an qpproach. Opti - ,

mum desig~ based on this approach has been thorough Iy dealt with in Chapter 6.

102
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; The design example calculated indicate that the values of Q sc
2 - Dsc

2

from the curve geometry are' quite sensitive to the geometry of the B-H curve of the
. .

m.aterial. Hence, the choice of material 'is an important factor., Al,nico V, and VI

are most suitabie permanent mag'nets for machines of integral hp capacity. For

Smalle{ machines ceramic magnets are preferred because of 'their low cost, but they

have luch lowervalues of residual induction as compared to Alnico's. . .

j While calculating Q sc a'nd Dsc from the geometry of B-H curve, many

I
m'ore Points for Bs and Hs at smaller intervals should be taken in the region the

point, of stabilisation is expected to lie on the curve.

. The solution for a Q - D fit is obtained graphScally and is subject to

inaccuracy in result. Calculation of the slope of straight line in qc2_ Dsc2

as obtained from. short-circuit voltage drop depends on the leakage reactance.

Hence, a more rigorous calculation of leakage ,reactance would increase the

accuracy in result.

" The caloulation of nO,-load voltage is based here on the inherent voltage

regulation. Permanent magnet generators suffer due to this disadvantage for vol-

tage regulation in permanent magnet is still a problem. No effective method has

been developed and this area is still open to further research.

The example calculated here for the given generators specification demon- .

strate the method of optimum design for minimum D
2 1.'V~lues ~f 'the length of machine

for a particular diameter have been plotted as a function of the height of t~e pol,e dia-'

meter of pole arid breadth of pole as, parameters. Thus, for the same diameter, '0

set of such curv~s can be obtained with different value,S of breadth' ,and the absolute,
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minimum length can be calc~lc:ited. Thus, by repetitive calculations minimum

length for each diameter can be calculated and, hence, an optimum machine with

"minimum D2 I can be designed. However, while calculating length, number"of

turns is also a parame"ter and sometimes might be the deciding factor for the choice
" ,

.of length. However, this calculation could not be" completed because of lack of

time.

"The choice of different machine constants like K
I
, K

f
, K

w
' etc. also

effect the calculation and should be chosen carefully. However, these values

may be obtained from previous design experience.

The results obtained for 51 and 5g and Qsc etc. for the machine are

plotted on the B-H ~urve as in Fig. (6.3), satisfy the conditions of no-load at point

! '-

(~~~~lt:~~·
~:,;...,.~\~... :.::~-

.,
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APPENDIX (A)

I. DEMAGNETIZATION CURVE

In deriving the equation to the demagnetization curve the negative sign

I "

of H;is omitted for convenience.
f

A general equation connecting Band H is then

where a, band care numberi ca I constants when B =

when H = H B = 0 gives b = c = -Ic'

giving'the simplest ~quation of B-H curve as

"aBH + B H = BH "+ BrHr c c

which is called the IIremanence factor ll

This. equation is identi caJ to that obtained by Watson.

B , H
r

(A. I. I)

= 0 and

(A. 1.2)

. . "

As~uming that the (BH) ~ax point occurs at B" = Bm and H = Hm at the

magnetizationcl:'rve. At this point" ~ (BH) = 0



Therefore, H a B + Bd Hm m
= o
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(A. 1.4)

, anddifferentfating equation (A.2) giyes

H' ~ B + Bt aH = a d (BH) - 0
I c

Hence, by division

.. Hrr/H c . Brr/Br

, (A. 1.5)

(A. 1.6)

Now substituting Bm and Hm for Band H in equation (A.I.2) and dividing

by) BrH c gives

+ = + (A 1.7)

Using equation (A.1.6) gives

a or + =

whence

where

a =

r =

2~

(
2[; -. 1 ),

r

8m Hm

8r H
c

(A.I.B)

and is co lied 11 curve factor" •

"

2. DERIVATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP GIVEN IN EQUATION (3.22.)

From the geometry of the curve (Fig. (3.14)

82 = II r Ho - llr ( x + Hd2 )

where

82 = x52

Hence'
.

w
82 .

82 . = llr Ho - llr ( -+ Hd2) ,
52
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ll· r

or 62 ( 1 + ) = II r Ho II r Hd2
52

therefore·

.62

II r(Ho - H
d2

) .

= 52
(52 + . llr)

Similarly
II r (Ho - Hd2)

/-
H

2
=

( J.l r + 52)

Simi larly other relationships given by Hornfeck and Edgar in equation (3.2.3)

to (~.25) can be easi Iy derived.
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APPENDIX (B)

I. VOLTAGE REGULATION OF PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR

Eo in the Blondel diagram is the true excitation voltage, no-load voltage
. . .

corr~sponding to main field mmf and is given by equation (5.4).

From Blondel diagram

r .'
Sin \. =

. or Sin =
Cos cl Cos e

V
XIq

I. Cos (cl + .e<) Xq

V

Sin cl.. Sin e

or . Sin ( ~ + Sin e) = Cos e J 1 - Sin2d'
Xq

Squaring both sides and simplifying

Sin c:l =

Hence

J 1 +

<;os· e

2 Z S.-- In
Xq

z·z
e + X 2

q

(B. 1~ I)
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=

j 1 +

From Blondel diagram_

z·Sin e + =xq
2Z Z2·

---- SinS +~
X

q
X

q

(B.I.2)

=

= v Cos 0( + lSi n (c:1.. + e ) Xd (B. 1.3)

·Su~stituting the value of Sind and Cos r:J:. from equatior<B. I. I) and (B.1.2)

_. in the equation (B. I. 3) I and simpli fying gives

= Eo
[Z2 + Z (Xd + Xq) Sin 9 + XdXql

_Using equation (5.4) in equation (B. 1.6) gives -

(B .1.4)

v

where

--Ad = Kd'd = Kd-I Sin "(d + e)-

. S~bstituting the- value of Sin _ - and Cos

• V (
Z

Sin e1 .+
}(9 )Ad = ~_. "

Z

. J:1 + 2Z S· e +
Z2

-- In
X- X 2q q

(B.I.6)
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Substituting equation (B.I.6) and simplifying gives

v =
ENL Pt Z JZ2 +2ZXq Sin e + Xq

2
~ (B,1.7)

2 2 Z
[.Z + Z (Xd + Xq) Sin e + XdXq ] Pt - KgKdPg Xq (1 + X Sin e)

q

2.
! .

VOLTAGE DROP TRANSFORMED TO B-H PLANE

J The internal voltage drop on short-circuit is equal to the air gap vol~age

reprlented as 0sc in the B-H plane Fig • (6.1) I and is given by

Dsc =

=

where

Ke N (bl)

K~ N (bl)
(B.2J)

The d •.c. resistance for the active length of the winding

Rdc = . K
R

N 2 I

Where KR.is the resistance per 'unit' length,multiplying KR by factor

. (B.• 2.2)

2 to take into account increase in resistance because of end-turns and alternating

. current, the resistnace of the winding per phase becomes

·R = . (B.2 .3)

The Leakage reactance in the machine can be broadly classified as .(1)
- . . .

. slot reactance, (2) zig-zag reactance .(3) belt leakage reactance and (4) end-

leakage reactance. For a detailed study of this subject the reader is referred to .

. "
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reference (23)and 140) •
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2
0.266. DKa J._(B.2.4)
IN" .

. 9 s

. The' maximum .Ieakage reactance is due to slot-reactance and zig-zag

reactance ·andis giv'en by (40).
I . . 2

!
0.79 flmZ d d

X + X = __~_ [K (~+ 2 ~ +
, S z N

s
107 s 3W

s
W

s

Whjre dimensions are in centimeters. The factor 0.79 is replaced by 2.0 where

di~ensions are in inches.

In m.k.s. unit

- flm'Z
2

d d
X + X = [ K (_I + 2 \ +

S z 2 TIjJ 0 N s .3W W 1
S . S S

I .

[ 0.~9 (em) =
10

2 TIjJ 0 (meter) 1

_Let the diameter and N
s

be related by the relation Ns = K
D

D, then

Let K2 be a factor by which slot and zig-zag reactance is related to the

total le~kage reactance, then'

.... _------x "
I '

. ~ .

2
8 TIjJ 0 flm N

KD DKz

IN2

=.\~X-(D· . ).
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Where

=
d. d2

[ Ks (3W + W ) +
- s ' s

113

] (B.2.6).

Thus

JR2
. 2= + XI

=J(4~NI)2 +

Usi ng equation (B. 2.7) in equation (B. 2.1) gives

Using equation (6.5) in e.quation (B.2.8)
, . K •

"D 2 = K I + '5 Q 2
sc -R A2 sc

."

'.

(B.2.7)

. (B. 2.9)
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Where

= . I S
9 t

=

114

.(8.2.10)
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APPENDIX (C)

I. FI ELD LEAKAGE PERMEANCES

In any practical magnet application leakage flux is a considerable part

I .
of the total flux, hence leakage calculation is important. Graphical field map"-

PinJ, as it is generally used in design of electrical machinery gives comparatively
" I " " " "

g<;>od results. But this procedure is tedious and requires too ~uch labour for prac-

tical use. The most convenient method seems to be "that of lI~timating permeance

of probable flux paths". This consists of arbitrarily dividing the total magnetic

flux through the air i~to suitable partial fluxes, the permeance of which are es-

"timated by appropriate geometrical assumptions.

" Fig. (C. I) shows a common mechanical construction showing the various

" flux leakages divided into individual components and is the same as presented by

Ginsberg~O). The 3-dimensional leakage calculations are an adaption of flux

path permeances as contained in the book ,?f Herbert C~ Roters (37).

Maximum leakage takes place along path 4 and the equation to the leakage"

permeance for this path is given here. For calculation of permeances of other

leakage paths the reader is referred to (20). However, the leakage permeance

Pp" for path .4 is derived below.
" ..
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C Fig. C(I)
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A Common t\Aechanical Construction showing the Various Flux
Le~kages.

Paths 1and 4 - Non parallel Planes (Normal to Flow of Flux)

Paths 2 and 3 Semicircular Cylinder (between Edges Axial to Flow)

::... Paths 5 and .10 - .Semicircular Cylinder (between Edges Normal to Flow)

Paths 6 and 9' - Half-Annulus (between 'Parallel .Planes)

~ ,...

Path 7 .

Path 8

.'

Spherical Quadrant (betw~en Corners)

Quadrant of Sperical ~hen (between Edges)
,/

,-

/ ~....
, ~

",-, ...

, ...,
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and

I d.r
dP =

Permeonce Pp of Path 4

Path 4 represents distributed potential problem for the potential varies along

" the po"le face from zero in the centre to maxil't:lum at the pole head. The pole faces

ore usually non-parallel planes.

" The potential distribution can be represented in circuit analogy by Fig.

(C :2C).

Conside~ a smallstrip dr as in Fig . (C .2b) and let dP be the permeance of

th is path

Now F
r= 2Fo 
a

and d¢ = FdP

dP =

Thus the total leakage flux

o

l.l I d r
o

ra

%~ 10

dr
e 0

=
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Hence I if Pp is t~e leakage permeance of ~ath Fig. (C. 2A) I then

···tL 2lJo iFo
~,. I

Pp
0

= = -
2 Fo S2F e. 0

(C .1)

But for the configuration of Fig. (C. 2d) which is that of our machine under

conjideration in Chapter 6

I
, i

F = 2Fo
r - r.

~ Hence d ¢ = FdP =
"Po Idr

rS

r - f,

Therefore the total leakage flux along this path
, '

r - r.
r

) dr

2~o I Fo [ (r2 r. In
r2

1= - r.)e (r2- r.) r.

, 2 ~o I F r•. r20 [ 1 In 'J= -
0

.....

r2 - r. r
r

Now ¢, = P 2F
p 0

Therefore

p =
.p

~ ,
o

e
[1 (C .2) ,
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030

\.

010100
.

003516' HESAMUDDIN
NODE,CK

SJOB
SIBJOB
SIBFTC
C CALCULATION OF VM/VG FOR ELFCTRO~AGNET

C RE=VM/VG,VM=VOLUME OF COPPER+VOL. OF IRON
C M IS THE RATIO OF MAGNETIC LOA~ING TO ELECTRIC LOADING

-,( LG AND AG ARE LENGTH AND, AREA OF AIR-GAP IN CENTIMETERS
C RATIO RE IS CALCULATED' ~OR M=23,50,75~100

DATA ~,C,PI/O.0,1.0,3.141592651

REAL ,~'i, LG
DO 10 I::: 1 ,4
\ifRIT E ( 6 , 1 )
AG=O.1
~=M+25.

~O 10 J:::1,4

. !~:~~*10.
RITE(6,4)
o 10 L=I,10

LG=LG+O.l
IF(LG.GE.O.5) LG=LG+O.4 ,
RE=(PI*SQRT{M*M*~)*LG)/(C*AG)+2.*M*SQRT{PI/AG)+C*SQRT(N/LG)

10 WRITE(6~2)~,AG,LG,RE

1 FORMAT(lHl,14X,lH~,19X,2HAG,18X,2HLG,18X,2HRE/1HO)

2'FORMAT(lH+,4F20.5)
4 FORr!~AT ( IH-)

STOP
END

$ENTRY
$I8SYS'

CD TOT 0030

Appendix 0 1
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030010

02'

100

_~: Appendix.

81.
79.4
77.8
'75.0
72.5
71.54
70 .. 4
69.0
67.2
64.9
61.6
56.4
46.5
39.5
34.55'
2~.1

19.4
10.
0.0

:' !

28o~tR HESAMUDDIN

10

1

6

'5

'15

. . /'
~tg90B
$IBFTC'
C TO FIND THE LEAST SQUARE FIT OF A SET OF POINTS(X,Y) TO ACURVE
C Y= A POLYNO~IAL OF A GIVEN DEGREE IN X
C Y=Bl+B2*X+B3*X*~2+84*X**3+65*X**4+B6*X**S

C ~ IS TNHE NUMBER OF POINTS(X(I),Y(I»,I=l,) TO BE FITTED
. C M IS..THE DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL TO BE FITTED

C B'I~ AN ARRAY OF M+l' ELE~ENTS,rN WHICH THE M+ICO-EFFICIENTS ARE
C RETURNED,STARTING WITH TH~ CONSTANT TERMS IN B(l.) AND FINISHING
C WITH THE CO-EFFICIENT OF X*M IN B(M+l) •

. C AIS A WORKING .ARRAY OF AT LEAST«M+2)**2/2) ELEMENTS
C Y REPRESENTS'THE MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE (H)' IN AMPERE-TURNS PER IN
C X REPRESENTS THE FLUX DENSITY(S) IN 'KILO-LINES PER INCH~SQUARE

. . 0. I t~ ENS ION X( 19 ) ,Y ( 19 ) ,8 ( 6 ) ,A ( 2S)
N=19 '
READ CS" 1 0 ) (X ( I) ,Y ( I ) , 1=1 ,N)
FORMAT (2F20.S)
\0.1 R I TE ( 6 , 1 )

. FORMAT(lHl,SX,39HDEMAGNETIZATION-CURVE DATA OF ALINICO-S,/)
WRITE(6,S)
FORMAT(15X,lHH,20X,lHB,II)
WRITE(6,lS) (XCI),Y(I),I=l,N)
FOR rv1 AT( 2F20 • S )
M=5

"CALL lESQ(A,S,X,Y,M,N)
WRITE(6,6)
FORMAT(lH-'lOX,38HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF' THE POLYNOMIAL ARE,)
W~IiE(6,20) (B(I),I=1,6)

. 20 . . FOR~1AT (lH-,20X, IPE12. S)
STOP
END

·$ENTRY
0.0
200 •.
400~.

600.
750.

.80Q.
850.
900.
950.
1000.
·1050.
1100.

'1150.
1170.
1180.
1190.
1200.
1210.
12.15~

$IBSYS

..
...~ ..~--
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Appendix 02

H

.. O~COOOO
200.0GOCO
400 .. 00000
60C.OOJOO
750.00000
BOO.COCOO
850.00000
·900.COOOO

'950.00000
1000.00000
1050.00CCO
11.00.00000

.1150.00000
1170.00000
11 8 IJ ~ 0 0 COO
1190.00000
1200.00000
1210.00GOO
1215.00000

B

81.00000
79.40000
77.80000
75.00000
72.50000·
71.54000
70. 1tOOOO
69. 00000 .

'6'7.20000
6 ft.90000
61.60000.
56.40000
46.50000
3'}.50000
34.55000
20.10000
19.40000
IO.COCOO
0.00000

\...

THE. C0EFFICLENTS 0F THE P0LYN0MIAl ARE

8.16331E 01

-1.861.31E-01

1.36325E-03

- 3 .Lt 4 1t25,E -06

3 • 5 2.1 9 It E- 09

-1.26756E-12

03516 HES:HiUDOIN

OOOMI 49ScC0090Q=

lOa OOOMIN 47SEG C~ST$003.54REM •.TIME 0097MIN

Mt·MASTER Ul'~l\'ERSITY . '

DATA .P ROC ESSHJ G AaD C0fit PUTERe E'ri TRE
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C
C
C

C

I
A4231.
RUN(S"""SOOO)
LGO •
• 6400 END RECORD

PROGRAM TST (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
CALCULA TION :OF QSC-DSC FIT FROi'1 DE~·1AGNET I ZA TION CURVE
QSC IS THE DEMAGNETIZATION-MMF BECAUSE OF ARMATUE-REACTION(AT/INC

iDSC"tS THE D~OP IN FL0x-DENSITY DUE TO QSCCMAXWELL/SQ.INCH)
'BP AND HP ARE THE BREADTH AND HEIGHT· OF THE PERMANENT-MAGNET-POLE

DR=ROTOR DIAMATEROF'THE MACHINE
PN=NUMBER OF POLES,DELTA=AIR-GAP OF MACHI.NE
DELTA IS AIR-GAP,CF'IS THE CARTERSCHER FACTOR
RF IS RELUCTANCEFACTOR,FF=RATIO' OF POLEWIDTHTO POLESHOE
DHI\ ENS ION 0 R( 1 3 )', BP C1 3 ) , HP ( 1 3 ) ,HS ( 1 3 ) , BS ( 13 )
COMMON/QDFIT/PI,PN,UOO,FF,CF,RF,OELTA
DATA Pf,UOO,FF,CF,RF,OELTA/3.14159265,3.1g,1.6,1.,1.2,0.027 I
DATA PN,FR,PH'E~L/l6.'3200.'3.'lZO./

'READ(S,l) DR,BP,HP,HS,BS
1 FORMAT(13F6.0)

'CALL QDFIT(DR,BP,HP,HS,SS)
STOP

. END
$IBFTC . QDFIT.

SUBROUTINE QDFIT,(DR,SP,HP,HS,SS)
DIMENSION DR(l3) ,SP(13) ,HP(13) ,HS(l3') ,BS{l3)
COMMON/ODFIT/PI,PN,UOO,FF,CF,RF,DELTA
REAL MATPY
DO 199 K=l,lO
SELECT DIFFERENT DIAMATER
IF(DR(K}.EO.O.) GO TO 199
DO ZOO 1=1,10 .

. IF(BP(I}.EQ.O.) GO TO 200
. WRITE(6,lO) DR(K),BP(I)

10· FORMAT(lHl'25 X,9HDIAMATER=,FI0.2/'2S X'11HPOLE WIDTH=,FI0.~/IH~)
DO 201 J=I,lO . .
CALCULATION OF UNIT AIR-GAP AND LEAKAGE PERMEANCES
So IS THE SLOPE OF RECOIL LINE
SG~UNIT AIR-GAP PER~EANCE AND SL=UNIT LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
THE UNIT OF SG,SLAND ST ARE (MAXWELL/AT-INCH)
IF(HP(J).EO.O.)GO TO 201
R2=(PI*DR(K)-PN*BP(I})/(2.*PIl

. IFCR2.LE~HPCJ» GO TO ZOI .
Rl=(Pt*OR(K)-PN*SP(!}-2.*PI*HP(J»/(2.*PI1
50=10.7
SG=UQO*FF*HP(J)/(DELTA*CF)
SL=2.*RF*UOO*HP(J)*PN/(BP(I)*PI)*(I.-Rl/HP(J)*ALOG(RZ/Rll)

'ST=SG+5L+SO
. WR IT E C. 6 ,4) H P ( J) ,.5G, SL, ST'

.4 FORMAT(lH-'9X,~HHP=,FIO.3'ZX~3HSG=,FI0·.S'2X'3HSL~,FIO.5,

C2X,3HST=,FIO.S/l
WRITE(6,6)

6 FORMAT (9X, 2HHS, 9X, 2HBS, lOX, 3HQSC "lOX, 3HDSC, lOX ;'SHQSCSQ, lOX,
CS~D~CSQ)'. .
'00 202 L= 1,1.0
QSC AND DSC~UST BE GREATER THAN .ZERO
IF(HSCL).EO.O.) GO TO 202

·r-1A TPY =5L ~- HS ( L')
IFCMATPY.GE.8SCL» GO TO 202

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C.

.C
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125 ...-. -- .-DSC=BSCL)-MATPY
PROD=SG*HS(L)-DSC
IFCPROD.LE.O., GO TO 202 .
QSC:::PROD/ST
DSCSQ=DSC*DSC .
QSCSQ:::QSC~-QSC.. _
WRITE C6,S) HSjL)'BSCL)'O~C,DSC'QSCSQ,DSCSQ

5 FORMAT(SX,2FIO.2'2X,lP4E13.4)
202 CONTINUE

1·201 CONTINUE'
200 CONTINUE

··199 CONTINUE
RETURN
END·

., 6~00 END RECORD.·
2.5 2.4
0.167 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.275
0.25 0.35 0.40 0.42· 0.43 0.47 0.50 0.51 0.53
750. 800. 850. 900. 950. ·1000. 10S0. 110b. 1150. 1170. 1180. 1190.

· 72500.71540.70400.69000.67200.64900.61606.56400.46S00.39500.34550.28100
I 6400 END FILE

CD TOT 0079
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6400'END RECORD
PROGRAM TST (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUT?UT)
CALCULATION FOR ,THE SLOPE OF STRAIGHT LINE
REACTANCE IS CALCULA~ED WHEN THE DIMENSION IS IN INCHES
DIMENSION ST{lD),LUMDA{lO),SLOPE{lO),ANGLE(lO)
REAL ~D~K~'KF'KFF'KE'KS,KA,NS,KQ,KX1,KX2,MUO,LG,LU~DA,ISC

D~TA KW'KF'KS'Dl'D2,WS'LG/l.O'1.6'1.q,O.019,O.002~O.009'0.O2/

D~TA PI'NS,FR,ISC,D,8p/3.141S9265,48.,~200.,28.2,2.S,O.25/

READ(S,3) ST' , .' ' ,
I '

3 ~ORMAT ( 10F7 • 0 ) :' .
~,UO=3 .192 '
~D=19.7 ,
~O=12.3*I.E-03/12.

~E=4.44*FR*KW*1.E-08

RR=(4.*RO*lSC/(KE*BP»**2.
~Xl=24.*FR/(KD*1.E07)*(KS*(DI/(3.*WS)+D2/WS)

C+O~266*KW**2./(LG*KD)}

KX2=(KXl*ISC/{KE*BP*D}}**2.
KFF=MUO*KF
kA=6.*1.414/{Pl*16.)*KW
KQ::KA*KFF
WRITE(6,2)
DO 10 J= 1, 10
lUMDA(J}=KQ*ISC/(LG*ST{J)
SLOPE(J)=KX2/LUMDA(J}**2.
SLOPE(J)~SLOPE(J}*1.E-03

ANGLE(J)=ATAN{SLOPE{J»
ANGLE(J}=ANGLE(J}/PI*180. ,

,10 WRITE(6,1) RR,KXl,KX2,LUMDA(J),SLOPE(Jl,ANGLE(J)
1 FORMATCIOX,6E20.S)
2 FOR~AT(lHO'20X,2HRR,18X,3HKXl'17X,3HKX2'15X,5HLUMDA,

C15X,5HSLOPE,15X,5HANGLE//) ,
STOP
END

'6400 END RECORD
67.27 96.72 120.78 140.348153.347167.004
• 6400 END FILE

.'

'A4231.
RUN(S"~"'5000),
LGO.
•

CD TOT ',0040
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6400 END RECORD.
PROGRAM IST (INPUI,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT>
CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM LENGTH OF MACHINE
FOR A PART I CULAR D'I AivlA TER OF Mr\CH I NE MIN I rviUr"l LENG TH OF MACH I NE FOR
PARTICULAR POL~-WIDTH IS CALCULATED
HS, ~JHItH 'SATISFIES THE Q-D FIT IS GIVEN BY THE INTERSECT'I'ON
OF THE STRAIGHT ,LINE WITH THE QSCSQ~DSCSQ CURVE
DIMENSION 3P(10),HP(10),SG(10),ST{10),LUMDA(10) ,DSCSQ(10),

CHS(lO),DSC(10),OSC(lO),H1(10),N(10),LP(10),DR(10),QSCSQ(10)
REAL KF,KW,MUO,LUMDA,KE,LP,N
DATA KF,MUO,FR,K~/l.6,3.192'3200.'1.0/

ENL= 14l~.

READ(S,l) DR,BP,HP,SG,ST,LUMDA,QSCSO,DSCSQ
1 FOR ~j1 AT ( 1 0F 7 • )

DO 5 K=I,10
IF(DR(K).EQ.O.) GO TO 5
DO 10 1=1,10
IF(8PCI).EO.O.) GO TO 10
WRITEe6,2) DR(K},BP(I)

2 FORMAT(IHJ,30X,9HDIAMETER=,FI0.3/36 X,3HBP=,FI0.3 1 /)
WRI TE (,6 , 4 )

4 FORMAT(10X'ZHHP,11X,ZHSG,11X'2HST,11 X'5HLUMDA,AX,2HHS,lOX,
C3HDSC,lOX,3HQSC,10X,lHN,12X,2HLPI/) .

DO 100 J=I,lO
KE=4.44*FR*KW*1.0E-08
QSceJ)=SQRT(QSCSQ(j»
DSC(J)=SORT(DSCSQ(J)}
HS(J)=!QSC(J)*ST(J)+DSC(J»/SGeJl
Hl(J)=HS(J')-QSC(J)

'NCJ)=QSC(J)iLUMDAeJ)
LP(J)=ENL/(KE*N(Jl*SGeJ)*H1(j)*SP(I»,
'.'J RI TEe 6 ' 3) HP (J,) , SG( J ) , ST( J ) , LUJv1 DA(J ) 'HS ( J ) 'DSC( J l ,0SC( J ) , N( J ) ,

CLP (j'

3 FORMAT(lH ,9F13.3)
100 CONTINUE

10 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE

STOP
END

6400 END RECORD

A4~31.

RUN(S"""SOOO)
LGO. ,
t

c
c
c
c
C

,
2.5
0.'25
0.35 0.42 0.47 0.50 0.53
66.16 79.39 88.84 94.51 100.18
96~72 120.78 140.34153.34 167.60
12.03 9.42 8.04 7.40 6.73
4.65E053.~5E053.3SE052.80E052.40E05o.
1~37Eb81.90E082.10~082.10E082.00E08

6400 -END FILE

o. o. o. o.

CD TOT 0052
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